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State Normal School
Jacksonville, Alabama

DR. C. W. Daugette
President
"Our guide and Inspiration"

CT°
C W, Daugette. our beloved president,
whose perseverance and untiring efforts
have made the greatness of our institution
possible, and whose friendly and fatherly
advice has made this the first volume of the
creacoala, a reality.

RAMONA WOOD LIBRARY
IACKSONVILLE STATE UKivERsiTy

W

E, the staff of the "Teacoala," present this,
the first volume to you the reader, with the
sincere desire that it may reveal to you the true
spirit of our school, we have tried to make this,
the first volume, an inspiration for future publications, and we trust that those who follow us will
carry on the work.

Order
Booksof

Book I
Campus
Book II
Faculty
Book III Classes
Book IV Literary
Book V
Athletics
Book VI
Activities and Organizations
Book VII Advertisements and Jokes

Alma Mater
Our strong band can ne'er be broken,
Form'd in Jacksonville.
Far surpassing wealth unspoken.
Sealed by friendship's tie.
Mem'ry's leaf-lets close shall twine
Around our hearts for aye.
And waft us back, o'er life's broad track,
To pleasures long gone by.
Chorus:
Jack-son-ville Nor-mal, dear old school.
Deep graven on each heart.
Shall be found unwav'ring, true.
When we from life shall part.
Col-lege life at best is passing.
Gliding swiftly by
Then let us pledge in word and deed.
Our love for Jacksonville.

Girls' Dormitory

Faculty

H. C. PANNELL
Principal Normal High
Education
J. FRANK GLAZNER
Science

ADA M. CURTIS
Music
MINNIE CLARE BOYD
History

J. R. THOMPSON
Industrial Arts

ADA WEIR
Primary Supervisor
Education

C. R. WOOD
Registrar
Education

ETHEL MITCHELL
Supervisor Intermediate Grades
Education
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Teacoala

A. C. SHELTON
Extension Director
Mathematics

ISABEL MILLER
English
Normal High

E. R. WREN
Coach
Football

WINNIE TONNEMACHER
Supervisor
High School Occupations

ELSIE JOBE
Phyrical Education
Girls' Basketball

E. J. LANDERS
Principal Junior High
Education

MRS. ADA PITTS
Matron

FLORENCE WEATHERLY
Secretary
Penmanship
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MRS. C. R. WOOD
Librarian
MARY EMMA STITH
English
SUE M. SPROTT
Science
Mathematics
High School Department

LUCILE TURNER
English

EDNA NEIGHBORS HENDRIX
Supervisor of Foods
Teacher Domestic Science

LANCE J. HENDRIX
Foreign Languages and English

MARTIN LUTHER SAMUELS
Occupations
Director of Athletics Normal High

ETHEL RANDOLPH
Critic Intermediate Grades
Education

MRS. M. J. BROWN
Housekeeper

B. F. SASSNET Engier

DORA WOOD
MRS. M. L. SAMUELS
WHITTIE BARTON
Stenographers
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FRED W M. BURNHAM, Jacksonville
"His limbs were ever cast in manly mold,
For hardy sports or contest bold."
President C. L S.; Secretary C. L S.:
Class President; Y. M. C. A.; Captain
Basketball, Football; Speaker Annual
Debate.
L. TENNENT LEE, Selma
"A man he seems of cheerful yesterdays,
and competent tomorrows,"
M. L S.: Speaker Annual Debate; Y.
M. C. A.; Baseball; Editor of Teacoala;
Cheer Leader; M. L S, Cheer Leader;
cVicelas.
President and President Senior
,

ALLISON GERALDINE BLAIR, Centre
"The crimson glow of modesty
o'verspread Her cheek. and gave new luster to her
charm."
Pianist M. L. S.;
Pianist Y. W.
FORNEY
RUTLEDGE
C. A.; Secretary
DAUGETTE,
Class; Teacoala Staff.
Jacksonville
"None know him but to love him
Nor name him but to praise him,"
President Y. M. C. A. Vice-President
M.L. S.; Business Manager Teacoala;
Treasurer Class; Football; Basketball.
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MAE DELL SENTELL, Ashland
"'Whichever way the wind doth blow.
She's always glad to have it so."
C. L S.: Y. W. C. A.
J. HANSEL BEASLEY, Jasper
"We grant 'tis true he has much wit.
Nor is he shy in using it."
C. L S.; Speaker Annual Debate;
M. C. A.; Class Historian.
BETTIE SLAUGHTER. Roanoke
"Work is the foundation of success
While serving others. is the foundation
of happiness."
C. L S.
LOUIS
E CAWTHON, Atlanta,Ga.
"Of soul sincere, in action faithful
And in honor dear."
President M. L. S.; Y. M. C. A.;
Captain Basketball ; Band; Teacoala Staff.

EMMA KATE ALDREDGE,
Summerville
"For if she will, she will, and you may
depend on it,
But if she won't, she won't. and that's
an end on it."
WINNIE KING RAINS, Jacksonville
"Lift up the curtains of thine eyes
And let their light outshine
Let me adore the mysteries,

Of those mild orbs of thine."
M. L S.
LOUIS KIRKLAND, Jacksonville
"He speaketh only when the soul is
stirred."
M. L. S.; Y. M. C. A.

ALINE BOHLER, Lanett
"A smite fnr all, a greeting glad
An amiable jolly way she had."
C.LSPresidnt;YW.CAPresident

MAXWELL JOHNSON. Berry
"Some are blessed with knowledge
And like to try debate, but
I am blessed wtih beauty
And that is my good fate."
M. L. S.; Y. M. C. A.
NOLIA RAMONA WRIGHT, Sylacauga
"You are the mistress of your charms.
Your smile and everything besides."
M. L S.; V. W. C. A.
NAOMI RUTH LITTLEJOHN,
Crossville

MARY TULLY, Albertville
"The deepest rivers flow with the least
sound."
C. L. S.

"But then her face
So lowly yet so arch, so full of mirth
The overflowing of an innocent heart."
M. L S.
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MARIE C. THOMAS, Newman. Ga.
"She was won't to speak
Plain and to the purpose."
Secretary M. L S.; President M. L. S.;
Y. W. C. A.; Class Prophet; Teacoala
Staff.
JOHNNIE PARISH, Alexander City
"Tall and stately, sweet and fair."
M. L. S.; Y. W. C. A.; Teacoala Staff.
MERCER HARRISO'N SHERER,
Eldridge
The Iadies think him handsome
And like to watch him pass
This man who so winsome
The Lord Chesterfield of his class."
M. L. S.: Secretary M. L S.; Football.
NORMA WILLIAMS, Monroeville
"Sometimes thorny, sometimes sweet
Always stylish, always neat."
Vice-President C. L. S. ; Y. W. C. A.
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WM. FLOURNOY HAMILTON,
Jacksonville
"Of all great men beneath the skies
The greatest I am—in mine own eyes,"
M. L. S.; Basketball: Y. M. C. A.;
Y. M. Chorus.

JEWEL VESSEL, Fayetteville
"The less I speak the more I meditate."
M. L. S.; Y. W. C. A.

PAULINE MILLICAN, Boaz
"That which is worth doing at all is
worth doing well."
M. L. S.; Y. W. C. A.

ESTHER MEADE COPELAND,
Springville
"sound."
"While
bright-eyed Science watches
Secretary C. L. S.; Y. W. C. A.

CONSTANCE ALEXANDER,
Valley Head
"A sweet attractive kind of girl."
C. L S.; Y. W. C. A.
MARY THOMAS, Alexander City
There is so much good in the worst of
us

-"

And much bad in the beat of us
That it hardly behooves those of us
To talk about the rest of us."
M. L, S.; Y. W. C. A.
BERTHA McDONALD, Talladega
She doeth the little kindnesses
Which most leave undone or despise."
President M. L, S.: Vice-President
M. L. S.; Secretary M. L. S.; Cheer Leader;
Y. W. C. A,
-

ERNEST COLEY, Piedmont
"Manly in bearing, honest. and true
The world hath need of men like you."
M.LS;YChorusectayY.
M. C. A.

MILDRED McDEARMEN,
Cookeville, Tenn
.
"She has abundant good nature
And
summer
always
smile."
wears a
C. L. S.; Y. W. C. A.
WOODY KING, Jacksonville
"Jolly" happy, serious to
With now and then a thought or two."
M. L S.; Y. M. C. A.
EDNA McLEMORE, Columbia, Ga.
"Sober, quiet, pensive and demure
One of those friends of whom you're
always sure."
Teacoala
C. L. Staff.
S.; Secretary C. L S.;

EMMA WILL BRASWELL, Fitzpatrick.
A girl who has friends must show
herself friendly,
And here is a friend that sticketh closer
than
M. L. a
S.;sister."
Y. W. C. A.

-
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BRUMER CLIFTON COKER, Dadeville
"A little nonsense now and then is
relished by the wisest men."
C. L. S.; Y. M. C. A.: Cheer Leader.

PEARL DANIEL, Crossville
"So earnest, so modest, and withal so
sweet."
M. L. S.

MILDRED JOHNSTON, Jacksonville
"Full of the truest, deepest thought
Doing the very thing she ought."
C. L. S.

GERTRUDE PERRY, Jacksonville
"Like the lily of the valley
In her honesty and worth."
M. L. S.

MARGARET STAPLES, Heflin
"You may write my name in the blackest ink.
I say what I mean and I know what I
think."
Secretary C. L. S.; Y. W. C. A.

LONNIE G. McPHERSON, Fort Payne
"Nowhere so busy a man there was
Yet he seemed busier than he was."
President M. L. S.

aFayette
"Her manner
is quietL
WILLARD
FORD,
ANNIE LAURIE BLAIR, Centre
"I care for nobody, no, not I
If nobody cares for me."
M. L. S.; Y. W. C. A.; Basketball.
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Her voice Is gentle
But I don't believe
She's at all sentimental."
C. L. S.; Secretary Y. W. C. A.

MILDRED SELF, Trussville
"For love's sake I can put the art away
Or anything that stands between me and
you."
Y. W. C. A.; C. L. S.

CLYDE C. HURT, Fort Payne
"Work is the keyword to achievement."
Speaker Annual Debate; M. L S.; Y.
M. C. A.

FOREST BAILEY, Langdale
"Love makes fools of us all
Great and small."
CM.LS;ViceA-PrsdntY.W

ALMA S. KIZZIRE, Eldridge
"Thought is deeper than all speech.
Feeling deeper than all thought."
M. L. S.

JULIETTE FREEZE, Lincoln
"Choose such pleasures as recreate much
and cost little."
C. L. S.; Y. W. C. A.

J. O. McCRACKEN. Jacksonville
"In arguing. too the parson owned
his skill.
For even tho' vanquished he could
argue still."
President M. L. S. Fall; Secretary and
Treasurer M. L S. Winter; Chaplain M.
L. S. Spring; Y. M. C. A.
MARY POPE SANDERS, LaFayette
"Between the swift sun's rising and
its setting
We have no time for useless tears or
fretting."
Y. W. C. A.; M. L S.
MOLLIE MORRIS. Heflin
"Her deeds are graven in a place apart
On the enduring tablet of a human

heart."
C. L. S.: Y. W. C. A.

Page
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ETHEL THOMAS, LaFayette
"You think She is shy
0 me! 0 my!
You just don't know her
That's why. C. L. S.; Y. W C. A.
WESTON LYON, Gadsden
"Industrious and persevering.
In a happy frame of mind
Always in a hurry
A woman of the finest kind."
Y.
W.
President M. L. S.;
President
C. A.
LEONA BASKIN, Murray Cross
"You have seen sunshine and rain at
once
Her similes and tears are mixed."
C. L. S.; Secretary Y. W. C. A.
S. M. CHRISTIAN, Guntersville
"Fie!
What a spendthrift is he of his tongue."
C. L. S.; Chorus; Band.

r
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ETHEL SUE DeJERNETTE, Centre
"None but herself can be her parallel."
M. L S.; President Y. W. C. A.

MARY WOODLIFF, Gadsden
"Oh! she will sing the savageness
out of a beast."
President C. L S.; Chorister; Class
Poet; Teacoala Staff.

FRANCES LESLEY, Anniston
"She's little and she's wise
M.
L. S.
She's
energetic for her size."

LOUISE PATTERSON, Ashland
"Where there is a will, wisdom provids a
C. way."
L. S.

FANNIE BUSH, Thomasville
"Her voice was ever soft, gentle, low
An excellent thing In woman."
M. L. S.; Y. W. C. A.

NELLIE CORNELIUS, Cleveland
"To be slow in words is a woman's only
virtue."
M. L. S.; Treasurer Y. W. C. A.

MAUDE WAGONER, Clanton
"A very prim little lady
But not in the least old maidy."
M. L. S.

ANNA LEE MOORE, Birmingham
"Still they gaze and still the wonder
grows
How one small head can hold all she
knows."
C. L. S.

MARY FLEMING LANEY, Birmingham
"Ambition rules my mind and
Love my heart."
M. L. S.; Y. W. C. A.; Teacoala Staff.

OLLIE SEWELL, Jacksonville
"Work is work and must be done
Yet as I work I have my fun."
C. L. S.

LUNA COX, Bonneville, Miss.
If her smiles were of material value
How wealthy she would be."
C. L. S.

LULA TEEL, Sylacauga
"Capable, dependable, studious, and
kind."
M. L. S.
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Class of

'26

Classmates, Juniors, and Friends so dear,
Tisourtimeofpartingher .
Though sad are we our ties to sever,
May sweet memories follow ever.
That future day is here at Iast.
Exams for us have come and passed,
We take the victors place today
Then start upon our future way.
Friends, joys, and sorrows all,
Have their place in memories' hall,
We would not lose one little thing
From recollections' magic ring.
Mingled with our smiles and tears
The joys and trials of yester years,
Will lend to life its keenest zest.
And keep us true in every test.
—Mary Woodliff

Motto: "We came, we saw, we conquered."
Colors: Green and White.
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Flower: White Rose.

Class Prophecy
DIALOGUE:
SETTING: Room of an apartment in Merrelton.
TIME: 1936.
CHARACTERS: Johnny Parish and Marie Thomas two old maids
living together and soured on the world because of disappointment in love
due to Buster and Jim:
Marie: You'd never guess whom I saw in Jacksonville yesterday
afternoon, Bertha McDonald. When she heard an additional two-year
rcomueisnghbadk,t scholeudn't
although she had to give up Frank Osborne to do it. I suppose, though,
she had just become attached to the place--having spent an indefinite
numberofyasthi u.
Johnny: And while you were in Jacksonville yesterday I heard a bit
of news. The United Debaters Association of America, which is touring
the country debating on any subject the public requests, reaches here
tomorrow night. The speakers are: J. 0. McCracken, Fred Burnham, T. C.
Burns, U. S. Abrams and Hansel Beasley. I understand that the Merrelton
Chamber of Commerce has asked that the subject be: "Resolved: "It is
better to have loved and lost than never to have loved at all."
Marie: Bertha told me yesterday that as she came through Oxford
Margaret Staples (now Mrs. Ralph Flood) got on the train with her
daughter whose name is Little Del. Miss Del is residing in Margaret's
happy home.
Johnny: Did you know that 011ie Sewell was a composer of standard
tests? You remember how she loved them at S. N. S.? Mrs. Hall
(formelyEaWiBsw)dthaeorylitEmaW
came home from school blubbering her life away because she failed a test
Miss 011ie Sewell wrote.
Marie: I think we ought to go to Anniston next week.
Johnny: What for?
Marie: Didn't you know the Noble is going to have a special feature?
Edna McLemore is going to impersonate twenty of the most famous
statues.
Johnny: Marie, did you see that article in the Birmingham News the
other night about Ernest Coley's buying out Milt Tolbert's Tent Show?
Marie: No!
Johnny: Well, he has, and Sue DeJernette, Allison Blair, and Mrs.
Alma Kizzire are his leading ladies. They are planning a tour of China, so
Annie Laurie Blair, who is doing missionary work there assisted by Bernice
Rogers, may enjoy a bit of America again.
Marie: Pattie Mae Parker has never lost the interest in books that
shecultivad nbriatS.NIundersh'goi
fromhuset andimgoesfrtwn ugipeol
tobuyks,epcialonhwtsecurdbaigml.
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Johnny: Have you ever spent any time in that Attalla Depot? I had
to wait there several hours last fall on my way out west and I was on the
verge of starvation. I looked around and saw a sign that read: "Food all
daynlight"—Prope:MsJulitFrze.
Marie: I had a letter from Blanche Box this morning. She's in New
York singing for the slum churches.
Johnny: Speaking of our class: Louis Kirkland has really been the
brains of the class after all. Would you ever have thought that he would
be the one really to prove that Mars is inhabited?
Marie: At the sewing club while you were out West, I kept hearing
everybody rave about the Charming Chateau. Upon investigation I found
that Anna Lee Moore was mistress of this finishing school on the outskirts
of Paris. Katie Todd is professor of the Gentle Art of Teaching: Mae Dell
Sentell lectures on the Correct in Dress; Matte Moon is dancing instructor;
Bernice Harris is the Madame Etiquette; Pearle Daniel is authority on the
latest mode of dressing the hair; Mary Tully is matron; and Mrs. Rufus
Askew (once Mary Woodliff) is the adored voice teacher.
Johnny: I went to the Fair in Anniston the other day and who should
be selling silk hose but Clarence Vines?
Marie: (reading from paper) Listen to this: Advice to Girls, Aline
Bohler:
Dear Miss Bohler:
good-night if it's the first date she's
Should a girl let a boy kiss her
had with him?
Yes, if he insists.
Johnny: Can you feature Ramona Wright as Miss Weir's assistant
and supervising of pre-primer children? Yes. that's exactly what they're
doing in Andalusia.
Marie: (reading) Listen, Johnny!
Notice: Annie Mae Willard has been appointed road tax collector for
the fifth district and is authorized to receive and receipt for road taxes.
Moree McClellan, Clerk, County Commissioners.
Johnny: How those days at the S. N. S. affect some of us! You
remember the Coon wedding? Woody King and Callie Mills rehearsed that
so often they became really fond of each other and Naomi Ruth Littlejohn, Art Assistant at Jacksonville now, told me they were married last
Sunday.
Marie: Johnny, we must go to Anniston and see the remodeling. I
understand that through the efforts of Sleepy Crowley, whose energy was
so evident at the S. N. S. the old Noble Institute has been remodeled and
made into a nursery for children whose mothers work in town. Bess
Hinds assists Sleepy in entertaining the variety of inmates. This was
made possible by the financial support of L. G. McPherson, Maxwell Johnson, and Bill Carnes, and, by the way, they say Bill Carnes is making that
little Macie Nelson a mighty goad husband.
Johnny: You mentioned the financial success of those members of
our class reminds me that Gertie Perry inherited a small fortune not long
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ago, so Judge Tate was telling me, but for pastime she's going from town
to town and making Morgans of all the high school seniors who might go to
Jacksonville.
Marie: Esther Meade came down yesterday afternoon while you
were at the club. She's very much upset since she married Buck Glazner.
He's been insisting that she teach voice in Jacksonville and it has broken
up her intimate friendship with Mrs. Exa Hames.EthrMdil
me about Maude Wagoner. She's out West teaching Palmer Penmanship to
the cowboys.
Johnny: Marie, I've been thinking! Bettie Slaughter and Ethel
Thomas must think as much of each other as you and I. They have an
apartment at Ball Hornet. Bettie is giving readings for the aged and sick
and Ethel is writing and delivering short stories for the training school at
Jacksonville.
Marie: Willard Ford (who was just been to Jacksonville lecturing on
ZeigfldFos.
the natural
beauties of America) reports that Weston Lyons is starring in
Johnny: It seems quite a number of our class are staging. William
Newton is elephant tamer in the Mighty Haag Circus, while Frances Lesly,
his wife, is elephant rider. Leona Baskin is the horseback rider. Haag
insists that his company would go to the dogs if it were not for his
Jacksonville Normal performers.
Marie: Oh! yes! Johnny, Esther Meade told me she walked in
Bookhammers Beauty Shop to get a marcelle and whom do you suppose
Bo Cawthorn! and Esther Meade said it was a dream.
gave it to her?
Johnny: I was down town this morning and S. M. Christian has the
following sign in front of his store:
All brands of twenty-cent snuff now fifteen: all twenty-five cent
brands now twenty cents.
Mr. Christian told me that Forest Bailey is coaching girls' football at
Reeds Mill and that Mary Pope Sanders is assisting her, The people don't
likeMaryPopsmuch—etornglaueimphszngt
importance at girls' football games in a school.
Marie: Johnny, have you been to Crystal Lake since you and Buster
were there years ago?

Johnny: No, why.
Marie: You must go. Up in one corner of the lake is this huge sign
in box-car letters: "Low rates for honeymooners" Tennent Lee is operating this excursion boat and as an incentive for young men to get married,
he agrees to take on all newly-weds at half price. He told me the first
couples he took at that rate were: Mary Fleming Laney, and Rutledge
Daugette; Norma Williams and Virgil Rogers; Mary Miller and Woody
King.
Johnny: Dr. Daugette received such an interesting letter from B. C.
Coker not long ago. He's in Africa selling green spectacles and nail files
to the natives and thriving financially.
Marie: If we don't intend being the 1848 model of old maid we must
quit sitting here gossiping and get up and go to a show or somewhere.
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Class History
If you should examine the records of each senior in our class of '26 you
would not likely find grades highly superior to the grades of other seniors
who have graduated; nor would you find any better class of boys and girls.
But when you begin to compare our class of '26 as a whole with other
classes, which have left the State Normal School, as to school spirit, spirit
of cooperation, special abilities, or as students; you would not find any
better class than we have this year. It is a pleasure for each of us to say
that he is a member of the class of '26.
It has been only two years since we, with a few exceptions, were In
high school. Some of us have had the chance to go out and obtain the
splendid training as teachers; therefore we have not all been together two
years successively but long enough to learn to love and cooperate as a
group.
When we entered Normal School we found the task much harder, due
to the fact that we had more competition in all school activities. Here we
have had the many high school stars to compete with where in high school
we had but a few, In spite of all this, we have learned to resist the temptations of turning back.
When a boy or girl is turned out as a finished product of high school,
he or she thinks all the requirements for life have been met with and mastered. But as Seniors in the Normal School we realize that the task is not
half finished, but just begun. Many of our high school gaities are very
speedily recalled when we begin to realize that we are about to say good
bye to another Alma Mater. It is not a direct pleasure for us to say that
we are proud of the name seniors. and that our task here is nearly complete; but it is a pleasure for us to know that we are to be awarded. possibly
the most valuable prize we have ever won; a State Normal School diploma.
Our class has made possible the Y. W. and Y. M. C. A. which are
improving very rapidly, with almost 100 per cent student membership. Our
class has put forth every possible effort to cause our two splendid literary
societies, the Calhoun and Morgan, to function with much enthusiasm.
Our class has taken every active step possible to make the Teacoala," a
success; the first undertaking of its kind in the history of the Jacksonville
Normal School It has also been a pleasure for us to back all athletics 100
per cent, foot ball, basketball and base ball, our three major games for
boys, and basket ball for girls.
—J. Hansel Beasley
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Roy Thomas

A. J. Beard, Jr.
Willie Rhodes
Estelle Brown
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Ashlan d Grady Jones

Jacksonville
Alabama City
Arab

Weogufka

Marion Vowell

Jacksonville

Nunally Lusk

Jacksonville

Orie Blackwell

Fyffe

Minnie Jo Kennedy
Millersville
Hudson Thompson
Helen Hood
Thelma

Brewer

Cloverdale

Ruth Brindley Collinsville

Rockford
Quinton
Lanett

Myrtle Blair
Valcus McClusky
Margaret Green

Fayette
Jacksonville
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W. B. Carnes

Jacksonville Lovella Jackson

Heflin

"Wrong Classification--Should be Senior"

Macey Nelson

Alexander City

Mattie Moon

Alexander City

Edwin Morgan

Jacksonville

Gurlie Bright

Arab

Nellie Willard

Gadsden

"Wrong Classification--Should be Senior -

Mabel McGowan Lena Station, La.
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Lula Barnard
Van Dawson Durrett
Gladys Solley
Geneva Davis

Arab Niles Howard

Woodbury, Ga.

Estelle Brown

Arab

Guntersville Wyllis Glazner

Collinsville

Gordo

Anniston Ethel Craddock

Jackson's Gap
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Burma McCracken
Jewel McCracken
E. V. Vandiver
Maude Lusk
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Fort Payne

Ruth Merrit

Fort Payne

Deed Blalock

Walnut Grove
Jacksonvile

Regina Taylor

Daviston
Boaz
.

Louise Scroggins

Jopu
Centre

Lois Edwards
John Harris
Olga Veazey
Willie Middleton

Sylacauga

Pluma Gilbreath

Dawson

White Plain

Pauline Alverson

Coal City

Carter Lee Smith

Trenton

Dadeville
Taff

Lucille Green

Jacksonville
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Teacoala

Floyd Brown
Lucy McGraw
W. R. Adkins

Berthell Smith
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Arab Alice Williams
Vincent
Jacksonville

Groveoak

William Beck

Jacksonville
Talladega

Johnnie Mae Johnson

Ragland

Mary Holliman

Fayette

Maxine Burge
Wilnita Campbell

Jacksonville
Burnsville

Ollie Bynum

Altoona

James D. Stott Albertville
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Class Poem
Within the bounds of Jacksonville,
Near a spring of water clear.
Viewing scenes of mountain beauty,
Stand our halls of learning dear.
In these halls of pure instruction
With their leaders grand and true,
Here we Juniors learn our duty
And enjoy our pleasures, too.

Alma mater. throned in beauty,
Hold your mighty purpose high
Then your fame will stand forever,
It will never, never die.
Lift your voices. all ye Juniors.
Loud its highest honor sing:
Hail to dear old Jacksonville,
May its praises ever ring.
—Ernest Coley.
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Mot:
"Not

at the top, but climbing"

Colors:
Rose and Silver

Flower:
American Beauty
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Junior Class History,

1926

It is indeed a privilege to be allowed the joyful task of writing the
history of the Junior Class of 1926. Although we are few in number, what
we lack in quantity we make up In quality. We do not boast that we have
done much, so far, for this great school, for we cannot be that arrogant,
when we think of what the school is doing for us. We came here inexperienced boys and girls to prepare to be teachers.
I wish I could give an individual history of each member of the class,
but I must limit myself to giving a history of the group.
When our Normal opened on September 15, 1925, girls and boys
rushed into theft halls from all over Alabama. The first few days were
our happiest for we had but a few cares and nothing seemed to worry us.
A few were homesick and discouraged, but in a little while things began to
quiet down and everybody was working hard. The whole class began in
restrained eagerness to struggle for honors conferred upon those who do
excellent work.
We soon discovered that we had a group of keen and lively students.
Many of the girls and boys were strong and healthy, and went into athletics with soul and body. Again we find them engaging themselves in the
work of the Calhoun and Morgan Literary Societies. One of the most
significant events of the whole year was the annual debate between the
literaysoc.Wflgreatyhondkwaturcls
fcpireshtdonak,RyTmClwusLitera
Soctety, which was the winning side this year. We juniors proved quite
Indispensable to the welfare of S. N. S. in its intellectual and social activities. On every occasion we were called forth for service.
Oh! shall we ever forget the splendid times we have had at S. N. S.
I am sure none of us shall. We have made our Junior year a success, but
we must strive for more success in our Senior year.
As we close the history of the Junior Class of 1926, let us trust that
every student will return next year. May we enter into our Senior year
with courage and with the determination to bring honor, not only to
ourselves, but to our class, our school, and our great nation.
Historian, 1928
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Among Those Present
President

Roy Thomas
A, J. Beard. Jr.

Vice-President
Secretary

Annie Jo Sansom
A. H. Thompson
Mrs. Jessilee Watson
D. E. Coley

Treasurer
Historian
Poet
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Dear

Old S. N. S.

(Composed by Mrs. Ada McGraw Pitts)
Tune "Where the Morning-Glories Grow."
First Verse
How I love you, how I love you.
Dear old S. N. S.
Where the boys and girls together
Are striving for success
We adore you, we adore you
And we are working with a will
In our dear old alma mater
In the town of Jacksonville.
Chorus
Mid the hills of Alabama
Stands our dear old S. N. S.
There's the fount of all our knowledge
There's our hope of happiness
I'll ne'er forget all of our pleasures
And our striving for success
Mid the hills of Alabama
In the dear old S. N. S.
Second Verse
I am thinking, I am thinking,
Of the time when we must part
For I know there'll be some weeping
And a sighing in our hearts
We'll no longer have our teachers
We must choose our future way
But we hope to be a blessing
Till our locks are silvery gray.
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LITERARY

A SONNET ON BOOKS
I like to wander through pages of books
While I am sitting in comfortable nooks;
For then I dream of days gone by
As these pages idly I let fly.
wNonderkfulasth
These story books put into our hands.
They tell of the folks of other days
In such picturesque and wonderful ways,
You really feel that you are there
Helping them their pleasures to share.
I then forget the world and all
And drift like water over the fall,
This is the most delightful way.
That I have found for spending a day.
—Anna Lee Moore.

NORMAL BELLS
Our life at Normal is run by a bell,
And if you ask me, this is very well.
At 6:45 a gong sounds out
And from our beds we students rout.
Our dressing then is to be hurried
And we are always flurried.
At 7:15 another bell peals
And down to breakfast every girl reels.
At 8 o'clock sharp classes are begun
And you must be wise if you miss one.
Each hour of the day two bells must ring
To show that to classes your steps must swing,
A b ell tells you when it's time to lunch;
Another calls you always from the "bunch."
Then back to classes by a bell you rush
And by a bell they shatter all the hush.
A bell says dinner and down we go
A bell says quiet-hour and study you know.
This is the end and it is well.
For life at Normal is---- a bell! bell! bell!
—Anna Lee Moore.
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A GAME
John Burke rushed around the office trying to do everything but in
reality doing nothing. But what could you expect of John today? For the
past week he had been in this state of excitement. Today he was almost
wild; everyone in the office was upset. Every few minutes John would pull
out his watch to see what time it was,
"Would the minutes never pass?" Finally the big clock on the wall
struck twelve, and John was outfhebildngrtasokew
sounded.
I am sure that you want to know what all the excitement was about.
Well it was just this! Alabama was playing Centre that very afternoon!
John had been the star player on the Alabama team the year before and
would have been on it still, if he hadn't been forced to work to care for the
family since his father's death. Wouldn't you be excited too? 1 think any
boy would be when his old team was going to play and when he was wishing
he was with them, as John was wishing he was.
At the ball-grounds we see John dashing through the crowds making
his way down to a seat in the front row. He just mustn't miss a single
play in that game.
He wondered if Brown was as good as he had been the year before.
Who was the new boy on the end? Where was Smith? Could Berry hold
the place that he had last year? Oh! How he did wish he could be out
there with them; he would just show them how to play football.
At last the whistle sounded. John was even trembling,
Could they hold them? Look at that big Centre team.
Oh, if he could only help them; all he could do was to sit on the side
lines and cheer. What good would cheering do when they wanted to fight
The whistle again.
"Come on, Alabama," sang the stands.
"Roll on Crimson Tide" cried the crowd.
Still Centre was ahead. John was in misery,
Would they never get there? Yes. they were going to make it. There,
it was a touchdown for Alabama! Good old Alabama! Another one! Oh!
wasn't that wonderful? Of course he knew they could do it all the time.
Over the rail he went. He must tell them how they could play and
how proud he was that he had once played on that team.
But no, wasn't that Mary, he had seen? Football left his mind; he had
another game to play—one in which he could take part, Would he win?
Well if he was going to try he had better be catching her. So off he went
at break-neck speed again.
Another game; well, isn't that what life is —one game right after
another?
—Mildred Johnston.
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LOVERS
Down by the brook
In a shady nook,
Two lovers sat in estacy.
They laughed, they talked,
And nodded their heads
In lover-like, joyful glee.
If you come with me
Quite happy we shall be.
We shall dance and sing
And be gay together.
Nothing shall daunt us
Not even the weather."
Not a word she said.
She only dropped her head
And listened to his prate.
As the breeze gently sighed,
On and on he raved—
The red bird to his mate.
—Emma Lou Campbell

WORK AND PLAY
When I was but a little chap,
They told me to go play.
For when I'd grown to be a man
I'd have to work all day.
runadtmblewihypu, I'd
The only pal I had,
And when the day had turned to night
I'd be as tired as Dad.
—S. M. Christian.
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A SEEKER OF CULTURE
On a large plantation in Southern Virginia lived many negro families.
One old negro family had a daughter to whom they were anxious to give
an education. She had been attending school in one of the largest Virginia Colleges, and was home for the summer vacation.
All the negroes on the plantation had been going to the usual summer
revival at Ebenezer.
"Hey dere, Eliza, is you gwine ter church ter night?"
"Yes, I's jist been over ter Sis Lena's ter see if she want come and
keep de younguns f er me ter go."
That night about eight o'clock, a group of darkies were going down
the road hollering and singing. Aunt Ann and Uncle Jake had worked
hard this year and had made enough money to buy them a new wagon and
mule. They seemed very happy over their purchase, because here of late
the old man's rheumatism had been troubling him; and now their daughter,
Rosie,hadcm froleg,andshcu'tforwalk
church. She might perspire on her red georgette dress, or ruin her blondkid pumps.
"Sam, you and Edna go to dat barn and g siomefdatlhyru
kids to set on. Me and yo' pa am gwine ter set in dem two new cheers
BrudeRobftchvryiseda."
"Ma, where did dem cheers come from?"
"Edna, what is I told you 'bout axin" me so many questions? You
knows I swopped dem two little old red pigs to Brudder Bob fer dem
cheers. Whut's to come of dis set of niggers dat's coming along. I just
can't tell. There's yo' Sis Rosie, been off up yonder to dat cemetery gitting
edercated. She come back home and can't even make a hoe-cake. I ax' her
tother day ter hope me scrub dat kitchen. No, 1 can't she say, I might
break my finger nails. and anyway I am busy with this embroidery."
Hit takes all me and yo' pa kin rake and scrape fer dat gal. She
has ter have dem cleansing creams tar put on dat flat nose of hers and
perfumes tar make her smell good. If she'd use s little of dat lye soap, me
and Sis Suzie done worked our heads off ter make, and a little bit of
water,shewant e dsomuchofdemcostly hings.Ijistdon'know hut
I'll do wid dot gal, she is gwine ter break us up, and all dis t'other goanf
chilunstera."
Rosie called from the wagon. "Come on, mother, and let's go to church
or we shall not get there in time to hear the minister deliver the benediction."
Aunt Ann and Uncle Jake seated themselves in the two new chairs;
Rosie, Edna, Sam and four of their neighbor's children were seated on the
hay with six big water mellons, Rosie was entertaining her audience with
stories of dormitory life and the number of times she had grits each week.
"Jake, it sho does seem good not ter have ter walk to church," whispered Aunt Ann.
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"I wuz jist er thinking that myself. I'm glad we bought dis new
wagon and mule, if it did take all de money us had. You knows Ann, me
and you
us." wuz gitting too old ter walk ter church, and dey can't do wid out
The night was hot and sultry, and poor flopped-eared Jane was getting
tired; so right on top of a long bill one mile from church she balked. Uncle
Jakeptdnbg,uhatoldmewnv.Tholy
thing to do was to get out and hitch the lazy rascal beside the road and go
the rest of the way on foot.
Old Brother Russel preached a heart-melting sermon for the sinner.
But Rosie didn't seem to be paying very much attention to the preacher
.For,asgildhewznacrosthuemn.Jst
across the aisle from her set a "high-stepper," who had been working at Pittsburg, in the coal mines.
Rosie punched Edna and said, "Edna, you know Ned Halcomb has
never had such a good looking suit as that one Henry has on." Ned was
Rosie's old lover.
Edna only answered, He who am dressed up, but I don't like him as
good as I does Ned Holcomb."
Rosie talked on to Edna, "But Ned is not as stylish and up to date, and
I'm sure Mr. Reed has lots of money."
"Das de way you is. Sis Rosie, you're always falls fer de looks and
money, not fer de man."
"Whut's yer gwine ter do when Ned comes around after church?"
"Just dodge him, of course."
Brother Russel ended his sermon by calling for members. Edna. Sam
and all the other children went up and gave their hearts, souls , and bodies
to the Lord. While this was going on. Henry slipped over and sat down by
Rosie.Hakdtcmpnyheroaftcu.Finlyheod
preacher dismissed the congregation,
Ned stood patiently just outside the church door, waiting for Rosie.
As she came by, he stepped up to her and said, "Rosie, you sho does look
sweet die night, "Come on wid me. I's done borrowed a spat-bran new
rubber-tired buggy to terry you home in."
"Mr. Reed is to accompany me home."
"Now, Rosie is yer gwine ter treat yo' po Ned dat way ? You know I
loves you better dan dat nigger."
"Oh! but he is just back from Pittsburg and Is so interesting that it is
a pleasure to be with him."
Rosie turned to go with Henry Reed, and left Ned wondering why
Rosie had acted like this.
Henry and Rosie walked slowly down the dark road. Their
conversatiwdgno,asRiehdtlmabouerhpytims
coleg.
"Mr. Reed, will you please quit squeezing my arm?"
"Miss Rosie, you know I'm not hurting you," replied Henry as he
lipped his arm about the girl's waist. "Rosie dear," he said, "I love you
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with all of my heart. I'm going to carry you back to Pittsburg with me."
This bit of flirtation so pleased Rosie that she didn't notice where she
was walking. Into a wagon rut she stepped. and popped off the heels of
her blond-kid pumps. This made Rosie very angry but the was determined
Henry should never know. She was getting thoroughly disgusted, Why
bad she left Ned, to come with Henry?
"Rosie you know we could cut a high-figger life in town."
But this flirtation was never finished. for turning a curve in the road
they came suddenly upon Ned Halcomb in the borrowed buggy.
'Hey. Ned. will you please take me home? I have just ruined my new
pumps."
She didn't wait for him to answer her. but leaped into the vehicle.
The gay town "nigger" gaped down the road after rattling wheels,
above which sounded the joyful laugh of "a seeker of culture" who had
waked up in time.
--Jessilee Watson

WORK IN SCHOOL
Work in school for some is play
,Tothersimaybngd,
But work in school described by me
Is to write a poem. in English C
-Ethel Craddock.
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To the Scrubs [Tatler]
The following was written on the tombstone of a certain lieutenant
who was killed on Flanders Field. He played four years on the scrubs."
This was sufficient index to his character. It showed that he cared not
for self glory and that he died for the fame of his country.
The scrubs go through a grind every day. against the Varsity, who
are naturally better than they, and labor like men for the fame of their
school. They take the knocks and blows that go with the game without a
murmur and keep on fighting; they well know that no glory is to be
theirs; they know that there are some twenty-odd men who will have a
chance before they do; they know that they will never have a chance to
thrill the stands with spectacular play. They give everything through
loyalty and school spirit with no hope of gain. It i 8 customary in some
school to present a man that has played four years on the scrub teams
with a Varsity letter. This is nothing but right. They have done almost
as much for the school as the Varsity men. What could the first team do
without the scrubs? Little scrimmage, which is SO necessary, would they
get. We should all take off our hats to the scrubs.

ToheCoaches
Just this space In honor of our coaches who have made our teams into
clean hard fighting teams that are known for their true sportsmanship.
We appreciate their work, and know that without them our teams would
not have been possible.
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Fred Burnham (Captain).

Guard

The captain of our squad was a
sure defense. He never failed to
hit 'em and he hit 'em hard.

Rutledge Daugette

Quarter

Rutledge was a hard man to get
by He seldom passed a bad ball
because he had those ole signals
down.

William Beck

Full

Beck backed up the line and held
his place at full. When he played
tackle he went straight for his
man.

"Check" Laminack

Half

"Check" at half made some flashy
plays on the field. He's little but

right there.
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Ben Cannon

Half

"Red" was a constant source of
worry to his opponents. He carried the pigskin with ease to make
gains for the ole team.

Charles Holder

Tackle

Did Charles Holder? I'll say he
never missed his man. He went for
'em.

Tackle
Alton Parris
Our other tackle found his man and
went to him. He always put up a
hard fight.

Maxwell Johnson

End

Although "Peanut" had to give up
the ole game before the season
ended, he fought while he was in.
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Dick Waters

Center

As center Dick was a hard man to
get over and he seldom passed a
badl.Werokingfwad
to seeing him a star player in the
near future.

Niles Howard

End

Howard as end won the good will of
everyone. He was a hard hitter

and played his game.

Nunnally Lusk

Half

"Lusk" was another little speedy
half who could always be depended
on to do his part.

Vondell Nichols

Full

Nichols was a sturdy full back and
he always played hard and held his
place.
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Hansel Beasley

End

Our handsome end fought everything in a game and went through
the line right.

Clarence Vines

Half

Vines proved himself a valuable
man to his team. He went in the
game with full force.

M. H. Sherer Guard
Ole "Tex" was the main stay of
his side of the line at guard. He
stuck right in there.
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Season Record
U. of Chattanooga vs. J. S. N. S.

40

0

Spring Hill College vs. J. S. N. S.

7

0

Marion Institute vs. J. S. N. S.

7

0

Howard College vs. J. S. N. S.

13

0

Birmingham Southern vs. J. S. N. S.

35

0

Huntsville College vs. J. S. N. S.

0

12

56

0

158

12

Bryson College vs. J. S. N. S.

Won-1. Lost-6.
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Yells
Yea
Normal!
Yea
Normal!
Yea
Normal!
Fight 'em'? Fight 'em ! Fight 'em!

N—O—R—M—A—L
That's the way to spell it,
Here's the way to yell it,
NORMAL!

(Whistle?)
Bom!

Rah!
NORMAL!

(slow)
End, tackle, center, guard;
Go it, Normal,
Hit 'em hard!
(faster)
End, tackle, center, guard;
Go it, Normal,
Hit 'em hard !
(very fast)
End, tackle, center, guard;
Go it, Normal.
Hit 'em hard !
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Basket Ball
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Season Record
J. S. N. S. vs. Piedmont "Y"
J. S. N. S. vs. Gulf State Steel "Y"
J. S. N. S. vs. Oglethorpe
J. S. N. S. vs. Ga. Tech. "Rats"
J. S. N. S. vs. U. of Chattanooga
J. S. N. S. vs. Huntsville College
J. S. N. S. vs. Merrimack Mills
J. S. N. S. vs. Boaz Independents
J. S. N. S. vs. Boaz Independents
J. S. N. S. vs. Huntsville College
J. S. N. S. vs. Howard College
Won-3, Lost-8.
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74
28
17
17
13
30
28
35
24
22
17
300

7
32
23
37
31
32
33
19
26
20
23
283

Season Record
J. S. N. S. vs. Howard College
J. S. N. S. vs. Athens College
J. S. N. S. vs. U. of Ala.
J. S. N. S. vs. Auburn
J. S. N. S. vs. Alabama College
J. S. N. S. vs. Peabody
J. S. N. S. vs. Middle Tenn. Normal
J. S. N. S. vs. Howard College
J. S. N. S. vs. Athena College
J. S. N. S. vs. Auburn
J. S. N. S. vs. Peabody

10
10
33
15
39
37
39
17
18
18
24
260

13
38
28
23
26
23
27
21
38
33
25
295

Won-7, Lost-4.
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Our basket Ball Teams
Another season of basket ball has passed, and another page of history
has been turned by each team.
The one thing toward which we strive is to have clean, hard fighting
teams, and tho' we may lose we have in reality won.
As we look over the seasons record we find that our boys have only
won a few games in comparison to the ones lost but they were all by a
margin of a few points.
The season started with a rush and Piedmont "Y" fell before the
"Purple Tigers." Oglethorpe and Tech. "Rats" eased out by a few points.
and more games were played, Boaz Independents fell before the "Purple
Tigers" and then The Huntsville College "Blue Devils" met their fate.
The last game played with Howard was the best of the season. The "Purple Tigers" were two points ahead at the half. The score was tied and two
minutes to play. As a last desperate effort the flashy Bancroft scored two
long tries winning the game for Howard.

The Normal Co-eds finished their season by defeating the fair lassies
from Auburn. Through the brilliant work of the entire team, and the
coaching of Miss Jobe, the team had a very successful season. Howard fell
twice. Athens followed twice. Auburn failed twice. And last but not
least, Peabody, 1924 Southern Champions, fell to the tune of 25-24.
Murfreesboro by ten
The
Normal Lassies defeated us at Murfreesboro
points, and later won the Southern Championship.
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Base ball Prospects
With the blossoming of spring,and the rising of sap in the trees, the
yearning and call of the out-of-doors comes to us. With it comes hikng,
tennis, swimming, volley ball, and base ball. Just as that call comes to
every school, so it comes to us.
When the call for base ball practice comes we find that we have very
few letter men back, having lost some of our best hitters and fielders
through graduation. We have "Check" Laminack back at short, and
Taber at first, and it remains to be seen who the other corners will be
filled by.
We have a lot of good material up from the high school and should be
able to fill the vacancies with it.
We have a good man to head the hurling corps. Beck has had worlds
of experience and promises to be an efficient player-manager. We should
give all credit to him for our team for when we couldn't find a man suited
for the coaching job he gladly took it over.
The season schedule hasn't been announced as yet, but we are sure
that we will have quite a few hard, and interesting games at home. We
hope to be able to christen our athletic field which has just been completed,
by winning the first game played at home.
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Yell s
Stand 'em on their head!
Stand 'em an their feet!
NORMAL! NORMAL!
Can't be beat.

Standing on a grandstand.
Jumping on a tin can.
Who can?
We Can?
Nobody else can!
NORMAL!

Oh! Ma! Oh! Pa!
Come here quick!
Those Howard fellows are awful sick.
They are standing on the brink.
Came here Ma and watch them sink.
Oh! Ma! Oh! Pa!

Cold water, warm water,
Hot water, Steam.
Normal, Normal
Foot ball Team.

Grr—rr—rr—rr—rr!
Grr—rr—rr—rr—rr
!Fight'em
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ACTIVITIES

The Staff
Ethel Sue DeJernette
Mary Fleming Laney
Rutledge Daugette
TentL
McLemor Edna
Weston Lyon
Marie Thomas
Bertha McDonald
B. C. Coker
Johnnie Parish
Mary Woodliff

As tBusines Mgr.
Asst. Business Mgr.
Business Mgr.
Editor-nChef
Asso. Editor
Aso.Editr
Literary Editor
Circulation Mgr.
Asst. Circulation Mgr.
Society Editor
Joke Editor
-
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Mabel McGowin

Prettiest Girl

Rutledge Daugette

Handsomest Boy
Most Popular Girl

Bertha McDonald

Most Popular Boy

Tennent Lee
Clarence Vines

Beet Boy Athlete

Vera Crowley

Best Girl Athlete

Ethel Sue DeJernette

Most intellectual Girl
Most Intellectual Boy

-

J. 0. McCracken

Wittiest Girl

Vera Crowley

Wittiest Boy

Vondell Nichols

Biggest Talker
Most Desperate in Love
Biggest Flirt
Biggest Sheik
Biggest Eater

Mary Woodliff
Homer Dickerson and
Nellie Corneli
Kyle Ponder
"Peanut" Maxwell Johnson
Mary Woodliff

Neatest Boy

Leon Hinds.

Neatest Girl

Mabel Lusk
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Editorials
PROGES
The wheels of progress play us much the same way as fate. No one
really knows what progress is, so maybe progress and fate are similar. To
say the least, progress is determined to a large degree by fate.
What is the school, or institution, that starts at the top? No traditions; no future, and no school spirit.
We have built S. N. S., and s tarted from the bottom, Back in '83 the
Normal school came into existence. We have through hard work, and
cooperation, made our girl's dormitory, training school, gym, and administration building passible. Now we are taking another step forward, Our
dreams are at last realized. Our new men's dormitory, with all modern
conveniences and comforts, is now becoming a reality.
We are proud of our traditions and history, and are proud that
we started at the bottom.
We have established the Teacoala. Another tradition to be made. We
have worked, and hope to see the day when it will be a book to compare in
size to our school.
There are more steps to climb ; library building, a new administration
building, and two more years to be added to our course. Within the next
year or two we hope to make the latter a reality.
So let us strive and work toward the goal of making our institution the
best possible.

— E d i tor.

Alabm
Just this space as a tribute to one of our sister institutions. We feel
that they have honored us, Alabama, and the South. They accomplished a
feat which the critics said was impossible. They fought for Alabama, and
we are proud of them. They went up against the greatest of odds, and
came
out bleeding, choking, and bruised, but still fighting and
victorus.
We have a football team that we are proud of too, but to Alabama we
pay tribute, as the greatest football team the South ever produced. A
clean, hard fighting, and well trained team. Alabama! Our state university.
—Editor.
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CONTESTS
Through out the ages man has taken part in contests. Skill of every
kind has been tested. Endurance has been tried in the marathon races.
Speed in the dashes. There seems to be a contest for every skill. New
sports are introduced every year. Some are tried and discarded, and
others live on through the centuries.
You will find the person, no doubt, who thinks that athletics shouldn't
be in the colleges and schools of today. Again you find the other extremist
who argues that athletics are more important than the usual course of
study.
We try to reach the mid-point here and keep each in its place. Two
of the greatest and most enjoyable events of the year are when we have
our basket ball tournaments for high schools. The girls tournament of
this year being attended by twenty odd teams, representing most of the
towns, and high schools of this part of the state. The boys tournament was
attended by thirty teams, being the largest held in the state.
We are glad to have these tournaments held in our gym for we believe
that they develope clean athletics, and we hope that they may be even
bigger in the future.
—Editor.
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Men's Calhoun Literary Society
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History of the Men's Calhoun Literary Society
In the year 1884 the first Literary Society of the Jacksonville State
Normal School came into existence. It was called the Calhoun Literary
Society in honor of John C. Calhoun, former senator from South Carolina.
The Society was organized as a result of the realization on the part of
the faculty and the young men of the Normal, of the need of this great
factor for the training of young men in the essentials of good citizenship.
Until 1899, the first year of the administration of president C. W.
twDhaeuognlyL,irCsSctheaNorml
School. At this time the enrollment and interest had grown to such an
extent, that it was thought best to divide the membership into two
societies. The decision was made by the President of the college and
lots were cast to determine which group should retain the name Calhoun,
the other group of members honored the name of Senator John T. Morgan
by naming their society for him, and remaining members retained the old
name, Calhoun.
Immediately after the formation of the two literary societies, an
annual debate was held, which was recognized to be so educational and
profitable that it has been repeated every year, until now the records show
that the two societies have engaged in this contest of wits for about
twenty six years.
The Calhoun Society has continued to push onward and upward during
all the years of its history. Calhouns too have won their share of the
annual debates. The last one which was conducted February 20, 1926 was
another victory for them.
The society is now composed of twenty five young men, who are
endeavoring to develop themselves socially, morally and mentally. In this
endeavor many things are being accomplished and among them is a better
understanding of parliamentary law, efficient training in public speaking
and a more thorough knowledge of the problems that now face the
American people.
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Women's Calhoun Literary Society
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The Women's Calhoun Literary Society
Motto: We Pull Together
Our numbers are few but we make up in quality what we lack in
quanity. At the beginning of the session 1925-26 we had only twenty
members, but the interest has been steadily growing and we now number
fifty. We are all workers—there are no drones. We realize that there
can be no success without cooperation and organization. As expressed by
Miss Weatherly at our banquet, we have the "push and pull" spirit. We
believe in movement, harmonious movement, and when a thing has to be
done we "get together" and accomplish it. We attribute our boys success
in the annual debate this year to this spirit. We feel that our society has
a bright future.

Seventy-three

Men's Morgan Literary Society

seventy-four

Morgan Men
The Morgan Literary Society was organized twenty-six years ago by
the young men and young women of the Jacksonville State Normal.
From this time, it has functioned as one of the most progressive and
satisifactory student activities to be found in any school or college.
This society is founded upon one of the great principles of democracy
—equal opportunity for all—and the Golden Rule with "We train each
one" as our motto!
From among its members are to be found some of the most eloquent
lecturers. shrewd lawyers, able judges, successful teachers and honest
citizens.
The members of this society are young men and young women of
character and "pep." They rally to the noble cause with all the enthusiasm
of young Spartans.
This society meets and participates in all the student activities and
clubs of Jacksonville.
It meets regularly each Friday night in the main building in room 9
and renders interesting programs.

This society is the most initiative of any pupils organization of the
Normal. Its members are always pleasant, hospitable, and entertaining.
This society stands strictly on the religion of our forefathers and
prohibits profanity and unmanly conduct at all times.
This society cooperates with the faculty in encouraging honesty in
the school rooms, playgrounds and dormitories.
All parents should feel free to encourage their boys and girls to join
the Morgans for religious and moral protection.

S

Seventy-five
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Women's Morgan Literary Society

Seventy-six

The Morgan Spirit
The spirit of the Morgan Literary Society is embedded in the words,
"Loyalty" and "Work." The Morgans are steady and sure members of a
working group.
We believe that one of the very best ways to develop talent, while in
the plastic stage, is through the work of the literary society. We also believe that essential to our work is our loyalty toward those with and for
whom we work. We are very anxious to know what our co-workers think of
the strength of our loyalty. We ask ourselves the question: Is the power
of loyalty worth cultivating? We are continually giving conscious effort
toward raising the standard of our society.

Our motto is "We Train Each One." and the greatest inspiration and
pleasure we get from society work is that of cultivating our own talents
and helping to cultivate the talents of others. Most people find that their
life falls into two experiences----the "up-times - and the "down-times." In
our society' work we strive to prepare ourselves not only for the "ups" but
also for the "downs."

Our society life is not a life of fixed rules, but it is a life of growth.
We know that society work offers but one of the many modes of training
with which life abounds. As we observe the richness of life and the
enthusiasm it cannot fail to inspire, we know that the possibilities for
accomplishment can never be exhausted. Then we realize that our society
work takes its place as one of the effective means of preparation whereby
we may meet life fairly, express ourselves completely, and contribute
richlytoumand ity'seal.
It is said that all the world loves play, and this too, is certainly a
predominant feature of the Morgans. We try to bring new things into the
lives of our society members by having them amused by others and teaching them to share in the making of their own fun.
We believe in the "all-are-alike" theory of democracy and feel sure
that out of this true attitude of mind, snobbishness will never grow.
As we become aware of the possibilities in all organizations for cultivating group ideals and interests, we come to appreciate the oneness of the
cause of all society workers and to value our place among them.

Sevnty-s

Y.M.C.A.

Seventy-eight

Y.MCA
F. R. Daugette
W. M. Beck
D. E. Coley
W. B. Carnes
Van D. Durrett

- - - - - President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Reporter

The Young Men's Christian Association of the State Normal School is
an innate campus movement of the students and faculty for the following
purposes:
1. To lead students to faith in God through Christ.
2. To promote a growth of Christian faith and character through the
study of the Bible.
3. To promote a positive Moral and religious college spirit.
4. To challenge students to devote themselves in united effort, with
all Christians to make the will of Christ elective in human society
throughout the entire world.
The membership roll is renewed every term of three months. No one
is asked to join unless he is willing to subscribe to the above objective.
Our meetings are held regularly once each week. Problems pertaining
to student's life are openly and frankly discussed by the entire membership.
The meeting place is now a little inadequate but with another building
for men going up on the campus our place of meeting will be more in
harmony with the purposes and aims of the "Y" program.
—Van D. Durrett, Reporter

Y.WCA

Eighty

Y.W.C.A.
The Young Women's Christian Association, through its social life,
religious meetings, and Association relationships. seeks to promote right
living in the school community and to train students for christian work.
The work of the Association begins with welcoming new students. The
Association creates a spirit of friendship and fellowship throughout the
entire student body.
The Association is a part of the South Central Field and is affiliated
with the national board of Y. W. C. A. of America. Through the Association relationships, the students are brought into touch with the larger
students' movements in the South, the nation, and the world. An interesting as well as an instructive subject of the Y. W. C. A. has been the study
of the world court.
Once a month the Y. W. C. A. and the Y. M. C. A. have a joint program. At these meetings each Association takes part in the discussion.
"Morning Watch" a short prayer service—is held each morning
before breakfast. This meeting gives students an opportunity for worship and trains them for leadership.
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167th Infantry, Company H, National Guard

Eighty-two

Oficers
Capt. E. J. Landers.
1st. Lieutenant Clarence Daugette.

2nd. Lieutenant Everett.
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Society
The Morgan Literary Societies for men and for women met together
on Friday evening, October 22, for a get acquainted party,
An experience meeting was enjoyed by everyone. A great deal of
interest and enthusiasm was manifested,
Tennent Lee and Mary Frances McDearman were elected cheer
leaders. A committee consisting of L. G. McPherson. T. C. Burns,
U.H. Abrams, Mary Frances McDearman, Fannie Bush and Allison Blair were
appointed to plan a program to be rendered at a joint meeting of the boys
and girls at some future date.
enjoyed.
After the business was transacted , many games and contests were

On the evening of December 18, more than one hundred grownups
forgot their ages and sizes, and enjoyed the huge Christmas tree in the
dormitory parlor. Santa was kind enough to distribute presents to all.
TheY.Wgirlsandteumiposblfrthea
beautifully decorated.

On Friday evening, February 19, the Morgan boys entertained the
Morgan girls with a banquet at the Community Club. Despite the fact
that everyone was aroused over the debate of the next evening Mr. Hamilton, our energetic toastmaster, kept most of us in suspense and did not
fail to let the meekest of us express our feelings toward the society. When
one was overcome with stage fright Mr. McPherson substituted without
hesitancy. The evening was made still more pleasant by solos given by Mr.
Hamilton and Miss Millican. We were delighted to have some of the old
Morgans with us.

The Calhoun Literary Society gave a Halloween party in the gymnasium, which was decorated with cats, witches, and skeletons.
The guests were met at the door by spooks. Games suggestive of the
Halloween idea were played with the Halloween spirit throughout the
evening. About sixty guests enjoyed the delicious punch which was
served from a witch's pot. This is one of the many enjoyable programs
offered by the literary societies.
—Johnnie Parish.
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High School
Section

Eighty-fve

High School Staff
Editor

Mary Frances McDearman
Clinton Jennings
Oscar Laminack
May Bell Kirtland
Ruth Livingston
Rueben Moody
Annie Lou Cox

Business Manager
Circulation Manager
Literary Editor
Society Editor
Athletic Editor
Art Editor
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Seniors

TheSniorClas
Motto: "Success awaits at labor's gate ."
Flower: White Rose

Class Colors: White and Green.

Oficers
Young Howell
Reuben Moody
Lois Heathcock
Louise Patterson
Magnease Rogers
Mary Frances McDearman

President
Vice President
Sec. & Treas.
Historian
Prophet
Poet

Rol

Clas

Ashmore, Opie
Blackwell, Ovie
Blair, Myrtle
Cox, Annie Lou

Largin, Roscoe
Lester. Hubert
Livingston, Ruth
Lowery, Jetty
Camp, Mrs. Inez
McClellan, Mamie
Deason,Ozella
McDearman, Mary Frances
McDonald Homer
Dickerson, Homer
Heathcock, Lois
Moody, Reuben
Patterson, Louise
Hodges, Hodges,
Anna Emma
Mary
Nunnally, Alvers
Howell, Young
Jennings, Clinton
Kirtland, May Belle
Laminack, Oscar
Turner, Hettie Mai

Pridgen, Gertie
Ray, Vera
Rogers, Magnease
Saunders, George
Sibert, J. C.
Walters,Edw
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OPIE ASHMORE, Jacksonville
Intelligent, willful, studious girl,
With wonderful eyes and a glorious curl.
Robert E Lee Literary Society.

ANNIE LOU COX, Booneville, Miss.
With smooth black hair and sparkling eyes
Is our damsel, Annie Lou
And like the Athenian of old,
Always seeking something new
Robert E. Lee Literary Society, Basketball.

LOIS HEATHCOCK, Wellington
Her friends are many, her faults are few.
A better girl we never knew.
Robert E. Lee Literary Society; Secretary
and Treasurer Senior Class.

OZELLA DEASON, America
As dainty as a violet,
And just about as shy.
But she has brains and you may bet—
She'll get there bye and bye.
Robert E. Lee Literary Society, Basketball.

REUBEN MOODY, Ruscellville
Reuben, Reuben, we've been thinking,
School would be a weary place,
Without your easy, gentle, charming.
Indolent, gay, lazy grace.
Frank L Stanton Literary Society; Basketball; Y. M. C. A.; Athletic Editor.

MARY FRANCES McDEARMAN,
Cookeville, Tenn.
Peppy. attractive, cute as can be,
Pretty? You bet. Just look and see.
Frank L. Stanton Literary Society; Editor; Cheer Leader; Y. W. C. A.; Class Poet

MAGNEASE ROGERS. Crossville
In her studies the has made a show.
As fine a girl as one ever knew.
A shark in Physics, we have been told
With a head full of brains and a heart of
gold.
Robert E. Lee Literary Society; Class
Prophet_

GEORGE SAUNDERS, Albertville
We wonder if you ware happy,

George. before you came'
For now the world seems gayer, brighter—
Somehow not the same.
Frank L. Stanton Literary Society; Basketball. Y. M. C. A.
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YOUNG HOWELL, Jacksonville
Young i s so faithful, who can tell, pray,
Just what Young is likely to say.
But Young is so loyal, kind, so true.
We all love you Young for the you-ness of
you.
President Senior Class: Frank L. Stanton
Literary Society; Basketball, Y. M. C. A.

RUTH LIVINGSTON, Piedmont
Awake, alert, at play or work,
Never a duty does she shirk.
Robert E. Lee Literary Society; Society
Editor.

JETTY LOWERY. Jacksonville
Full of wit, full of fun.
Full of life, a happy one.
Frank L. Stanton Literary Society.

ANNA MARY HODGES. Langston
Here's to the best natured girl in the class.
Through prosperity's gate may she surely
pass.
Frank L. Stanton Literary Society; Y.
W. C. A.
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MAE BELL KIRTLAND. Jacksonville
Very studious and lots of brains, too,
Her passes are many, her "flunks" are few.
Frank L. Stanton Literary Society; Literary Editor.

ROSCOE LARGIN, Cedar Cove
Courteous and smart—
Kind and generous of heart.
Ever ready to do his part.
Frank L. Stanton Literary Society; B
asketball; Y. M. C. A. ; National Guard.

HUBERT LESTER, Jacksonville
Handsome, nice and very neat,
Almost perfect, a sheik complete,
At jerking soda can't be beat.
Frank L. Stanton Literary Society; Cheer
Leader.
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Nineteen hundred twenty-five marks the origin of our High School.
This school bears the name of State Normal School from which it has
originated. A school that rests within the shadow of such an outstanding
institution is destined to success.

When it became known that the Normal had founded a Senior High
School, students from all over the state and even neighboring states immediately took advantage of this opportunity for acquiring knowledge.
We invaded the little town of Jacksonville and stormed the halls of
learn-ig.Studsweoachtrbuwegandbliover
with enthusiasm. Inspired by the encouragement of our noble principal and
loyal teachers, our motto literally became. "Down with ignorance and on to
Victory."
Athletically speaking, our school has already made a bri lliant history
—a record that future students will cherish. Only one defeat was suffered
sdaumriengfthopbl .aTiseftdon
the gridiron has been carried over to basket ball, and an enviable record
has been made in this sport by both the boys and the girls teams. The
school is one hundred percent strong in support of its athletics, ever ready
to cheer and encourage. Realizing this, the players grasp new strength
and determination, "Victory" it their goat and they reach it. We shall
now give three cheers for our faithful and untiring coaches, Miss Isabel
Miller and Mr. Luther Samuels.
Each class is organized for social as well as business purposes. A
complete corps of officers have been chosen to administer the affairs of the
EiR.sTdhLevocabnltrw ies,h
clas
Frank L. Stanton. and debating is an interesting feature of the year. These
societies meet regularly once a week and considerable loyalty and society
spirit has already been developed. Activities for the building of character
and education are presented in various ways. Both students and faculty
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stand for unity, loyalty and co-operation. When shadows present themselves our teachers stand ready to encourage. The shadows fade and the
way becomes bright again.
One notable phase of our school life which results in a more thorough
development of the students is the fact that the different classes are called
upon to give entertaining and worth-while programs in the High School
assembly. These programs are conducted under the guidance of the
teachers. This gives students the opportunity for developing self
expression. one of the very attractive features of the assembly programs is the
sing,towhcevrynjismothuacly.Wesmb
with the Normal School twice each week. Our band furnishes music for
all occasions.
Another interesting and much enjoyed activity of the year was a
Hallowe'en party given for the entire school. This was a brilliant affair
and all joined in the merriment.
The history would not be complete without personating the ones who
are responsible for the wondertul success of our High School. Our principal, Mr. H. C. Pannell is himself a loyal son of the Jacksonville Normal
School. He obtained his A. B. degree trom our own State University, and
to this added the degree of Master of Arts from Teachers College, Columbia
University. Miss Isabel Miller, a graduate of Peabody College has the
English department, and Miss Sue M. Sprott, teacher of Science and
Mathematics, holds her degree from Randolph Macon Woman's College and
also had training at University of South Carolina and Peabody College.
As a school, the Senior High of the Jacksonville State Normal
smadeplnitr,adconsethrpgisonef
sturdy and continuous growth.
Louise Patterson

ha

Class Poem

In the minds of the verdant freshmen
The grand old senior stands.
The senior who for three long years

Has fulfilled freshman plans.
The visions of each dreamy hour
Have come to truth at last.
He's climbed the height of "Knowledge Tower ;"
His hardships all are past.
Day in, day out, o'er rugged path
He trudged his onward way.
scien,Frhadmt He'smatrd
He's done without his play,
Like most of us, he thought he knew
His work was without pay.
But now he feels his wages high:
He reached Commencement Day!
Onward into life he'll go
And whatever he may do,
He'll learn to say with those who work:
"Success awaits the true."
FrancesMDm.

Mary

Class Prophecy
Since the day of mans creation there have been many wonderful
prophets. I, a prophet but not one of those, wil revert to the custom of
prophesying the harvest of the future by the sowing of the past.
As I have been on the campus daily and associated with the common
species of the flock of '26 and gathered various and sundry facts regarding
inspratodemfyclast.Fromhiucefknwldg
I sh all try to point the probable destination of all, the glories found by
osumfecantdhrig.

First. I see our noble President, Young Howell, as a recognized
authoriynescfwld.VraRyisnAubColegtakicursn
Home Economics. Burma McCracken is Superintendent of Education of
Marshal County Alabama. Oscar Laminack is a dealer in scrap iron. Anna
Mary Hodges is Editor of the Birmingham Age-Herald. This calls to mind
Ruth Livingston, a well known English teacher of the High School of
Macon,Gergi.HtMaTunesilrbutnoaTwise.
H. G. Upton is competing with Rockefeller in the production of oil in the
west. Jetty Lowery is a noted fortune teller and magician of New York
.OpieAshmorncalfJuiorHghSclnAabm.Georg
Sanders is a dancing instructor in San Francisco, California. Tula Harlin
is a foreign missionary. Roscoe Largen is a wealthy merchant of Atlanta,
Georgia. Louise Patterson is first assistant of Randolph County High
School, Wedowee, Alabama. Mary Frances McDearman in a far-famed
orator. J. C. Sibert is president of the A. G. S. Railroad. Inez Camp is
proprietor of one of the most beautiful hotels of Miami, Florida. Lois
Heathcokisf apretylibungowIsthGeria.
OzelaDsonipurtdeofRanlphMcWm'sColeg.
Homer McDonald Is doing the best he can. Jewel McCracken is teacher
of gymnastics in the University of Kentucky. Homer Dickerson is a
traveling salesman. Though still a shiek, Reuben Moody is a Watkin's
pedlr.OviBackwstehrofPublicMs.agneRor
is still her mamma's little girl. Hubert Lester's motto is still: "It am
great to lub and be lubed and den some mo'." Gertie Pridgen is an assistant cashier of the First National Bank of Montgomery, Alabama. Alvers
ONurlneas,yLiowpf.Emlnweri
Hodges is a well known actress of Los Angeles, California. Edward Waters
isanA.NoIpectrihskyadofCcg.MrtleBais
teacher of expression. Clinton Jennings is a noted public speaker and
widely known throughout the South. Mae Belle Kirtland is the happy
wife of a wealthy business man of Nashville, Tennessee, Annie Lou Cox is
a teacher of Domestic Science in the Jefferson County High School, Birmingham, Alabama.
Magnease Rogers.
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Senior II Class
Motto: "Be sharp and be natural but never be flat."
Flower : White rose.
Colors: Green and white
CLASS OFFICERS
Leman Brown
President
Lonette Stephens
Vice Pres.
Taft Porter
Sec. & Treas.
Runyans, Pearl
Howell. Georgia Lee
Bailey, Clura
Sizemore, Annie
Jennings. Nell
Blackwell, Grady
Sizemore, Pluma
Lowery, Auby
Brittian, Juanita
Smith, Georgia
Lusk, Lillian
Brown, Leman
Sewell, Paul
Morgan, Pauline
Burgess, Floriene
Stansell, Sybil
Morrison, Inez
Carr, Mamie Lois
Stephens,
Lonette
Owen,
Nettie
Carr, Willie
Tolbert, Clara
Owen, Nellie
Cash, Clarence L.
Upton, Mrs. H. G.
Perry. Nellie Joe
Dobbins, Mrs. Julia
Wright. Eunice
Porter, Taft
Edwards. T. C.
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Senior 1 Class
Motto: "Be Square"
Colors: Scarlet and gray

Flower: Sweet pea

Class Officers
Vice-President—Ruth Burnham
President —Dick Waters
Treasurer — Sara Alice McGraw
Secretary —Rankin Daugette
— - Irby, Francis
Bailey, James
Kirtland, Dorsia
Blackwell, Cordie
Laminack, Chester
Brittian, Della Sue
McGraw, Sara Alice
Burnham, Ruth - Mullino, Roy
Carpenter, Willie
Propes,Mn
Daugette, Rankin
Dickerson, Adie
Rogers, Otilla
Waters, Dick
Griffith, Winston
West, Ruby
Heathcock, Fannie
Wilbanks,Jes ieMai
Hollingsworth, Vara
Hollingsworth,Eddie
Ninety-

What A Scare
Mary came running in from school Saturday afternoon shouting a
cheery "hello mother, whats the news?" "Oh yes mother, Nell says
there's a dandy show on tonight and she asked a hunch of us to go." "You
know, kind of a party. May I go? Where's daddy ? And he's not home
yet ?" After the first storm of words Mary picked up the books she had
dropped to the floor and began arranging them on the table. Mary's
mother had been very quiet during the chatter and she was still pausing to
see if Mary was through. Finally she spoke. "Why, Mary, I thought you
knew that we were calling on the Jones family tonight'' .
"Oh grand." exclaimed Mary, rather surprising her mother. "Mother
s,hMoawb.eNlJnmitgryukhowIdn'liet
sitandleohkg,"sadeinplgto.
Mrs. Hollaway was silent, during which footsteps were heard on the
pavement.
"Hello", came from the man who had just entered the living room.
"Why its you daddy", cried Mary running to meet him, "Daddy please
tell mother to say that I may go to the show," begged Mary in a low voice.
"Oh, run along Mary, well see to that later," he said with a glow in
his eyes that Mary liked and knew meant the desired answer.
Just as the dishes were finished Mary heard the tramp. tramping, feet
of the members of her party. She bade her parents goodbye and joined
the theatre goers.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollaway extinguished the light and they too bent on a
night of pleasure.
The show was over and the party had enjoyed the usual drug store
treat and were on their way home. As they were nearing Mary's home
she noticed that there were no lights in the house, but she told herself that
her parents were surely home and had forgotten to leave the lights burning.
All were gay except Mary in her heart she felt a tiny bit of uneasiness.
She opened the gate and bade her friends a goodnight. Unconsciously she glanced in the direction of the house and was almost sure she
saw someone move quietly behind a rose bush. She pulled herself together
and skipped down the walk trying to appear unafraid. By the time she had
reached the steps she was trembling like as leaf. She was convinced that
there was someone behind the rose hush and she saw it move. In her
mind was running. "My, what shall I do" "Where's daddy ? What can I do."
Very quietly she stepped upon the porch with a slight glance toward
the rose bush. She pushed the button and the lights would not turn on.
What was the matter? She opened the door. Gee, how dark. The room
was the darkest she had ever seen. She moved on very slowly. Was that
someone moving? Someone was in the room with her, How many ?
Would daddy never come? Could it be burglars? Or kidnapers? She
stood very still while these thoughts raced through her brain. She finally
fsiandtohelrg,"SI' thebuonas
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stepped across the room someone suddenly threw a terrible thing over her
mouth. She tried her best to scream but not a sound could she make. The
man was tying her up. Her hands were bound. She struggled but all
inva.Hercptoglianhefordimatlysecon
person entered. Just at that moment she knew they were getting ready
to leave the house with her. She heard the familiar click of the gate
outside."Whydi n't heyrun?" Wasthatdad yorsomemore
burglars?"
Every muscle in her body was tense and every nerve on its edge, It
seemed ages before she heard footsteps on the porch. Yes, there were
two. "Why, Mary, not home yet?" her heart leaped up as she heard her
fathersywod.
"Oh, he's just in time," she thought but stood very still "But why
didn't they run?" Her father proceeded across the room and turned on the
light
"Oh. brother, what a trick you have played on me". she exclaimed as
she recognized her assailant.
"And who?" ventured Mary, glancing at the other man standing on the opposite side of the room.
"Oh. 'scuse me sis, come here Jack, I want you to meet my folks. This
is Jack. my college chum. He came down to spend the week-end with me."
exclaimed Bill.
"Well, if that doesn't beat it". said Mary as she disappeared into her
bed room, "I never will have the nerve to see him again after his seeing
me in this predicament.
—Ruth Burnham.

Who's Who in J. N H. S.
Most popular girl
Moat popular boy
Prettiest Girl
Best looking boy
Best boy athlete
Best girl athlete
Most studious girl
Most studious boy
Best natured girl
Best all around girl
Best all around boy

-

Nell Jennings
Oscar Laminack
Sarah Alice McGraw
Hubert Lester
Chester Laminack
Ruth Burnham
Mae Bell Kirtland
Francis Irby
Magnease Rogers
Ruth Burnham
Clinton Jennings
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A Fortune Almost Lost
Fred Scott and Billy Jones who were freshmen in college, were
glancing over their mail when Billy heard Fred exclaim, "It is impossible.
I can't do it."
"What is wrong with you? I thought it possible for you to do most
anything that is reasonable," said Bill.
"See for yourself," cried Fred tossing a letter over to Bill.
Bill found it was an invitation for Fred to spend the week-end with a
wealthy aunt whom he had never seen, in a near by city. She wanted him
to help entertain a young lady who was to be her guest during this time.
'Pshaw. I've another engagement. What do I care about meeting the
young lady. I've got the peachest girl. met her down at the seashore last
summer," he said.
"Fred, I wouldn't disappoint my aunt. I'd cancel those engagements
and help her out all I could," said Bill, in a serious tone of voice.
"I can't. Say, Bil , help me. If I don't go-—she'l be a lit le
disappointed. I've a little secret. She is going to will me part of her fortune and
she might not do this if I failed her." Fred studied and pondered long and
then with a hurrah he shouted enthusiastically. "I've thought out a plan.
Bill you go in my place."
"Fred. I can't." said Bill emphatically, "your aunt would know it
was not you and more than that I don't want to deceive her."
"Why man, she's never seen me. Come on Bill, help me out this time,'"
begged Fred.
"I'll help you, but remember, don't you ever get me balled up in any
such circumstance again." answered Bill,
Fred told Bill all of his family history so that he might talk with
authority. Bill, arriving in the city was met by a carriage and taken to
the auntie's house. When he reached the home of the aunt he was ushered
into the presence of two ladles, One was a middle aged woman who had
a charming smile and welcome for him. The other was a young lady about
twenty years of age and was as beautiful as any picture he had ever
viewed.
Time seemed to be on wings to Bill. They had a jolly time going to
dances and parties. He sent Fred a telegram saying, "Wonderful time.
Will be sorry when up."
Fred, with a smile read the telegram and said, "Good for you old boy.
I'm glad its you instead of me." Fred was having troubles of his own, He
had not heard from his girl for two weeks and his mind continually wavered
from his work to thoughts of her. He wanted to talk the matter over with
Bill. Unable to stand the mental torment any longer he packed his grip
hurriedly and started. Arriving at his aunt's he asked for Bill. Bill, whom
was in the garden with Mary, came into the house.
On entering the room he was so surprised to see Fred he exclaimed,
"Fred Scott. l didn't expect to find you here." They grasped each others
hand and forgot for the moment that they had exchanged names.
One hundred two

After seating themselves they began talking. "How's things coming?" asked Fred.
"Fine, I don't believe your aunt even suspects the joke we've played."
said Bill,
Now the aunt had heard the startling cry of Bill. Although not
wishing to be an eaves-dropper she caught enough to arouse her curiosity.
She immediately became interested in the conversation. Unable to bear the
suspense any longer she suddenly burst into the room demanding an explanation.
Fred. blushing in pride and shame, and wishing to tell his aunt the
secret, stammered. "Bill, let me tell aunt all about it. I'll call you back
when we've settled accounts.
After Bill had left the room they were seated and Fred began. "aunt,
I've done you wrong, but when you have heard my story I hope you can
forgive me." He told her of his troubles, how he had lost trace of his girl,
and when he found her he would make her his wife, how he had begged
Bill to come in his place. He asked her not to think hard of Bill.
The aunt war very much distressed at this and could only reply, "Fred,
though I had never seen you I felt that you and Mary were for eath other.
I planned this meeting months ago. and you have disappointed me greatly.
If you can't have an interest in Mary we will part."
"Aunt," replied Fred, in an almost undertone. "she can never mean
anything to me and we will do as you say."
The young nephew paced the floor in silence and then started for the
door. Without a word he caught the knob intending to make his exit as
quietly as possible. Suddenly before he knew it, the door flew open and to
his utmost surprise he discovered Mary standing before him. Only a
glance, a startled cry "Mary" and they were rushing with outstretched
hands, forgetful of the aunt and Bill.
Fred's aunt, now understanding that Mary, her friend, was Fred's
lost love, retired from the room on the arm of Bill. "Well," was all she
said, but she was satisfied.
Inn Camp
CAN YOU IMAGINE????
Hubert Lester not jerking soda?
Sarah Alice McGraw with straight hair?
Nell Jennings without lipstick?
Rankin Daugette not running errands?
AlversNunaytdig?
May Bell Kirtland being anything but smart ?
Mary Frances McDearman not making breaks?
Oscar Laminack not looking for Clura ?
Pauline Morgan knowing a question?
Clinton Jennings not full of music?
Gertie Pridgen being slender?
Onehudrt

Football
On Sept. 1 the boys who were going to follow the "pigskin" for the
J. N. H. S. gathered on the field at Borden Wheeler Springs for the first
practice. After two weeks of training the squad was in good physical
condition, ready to take up their regular practice on the home field.
Several members of the squad had never played foot ball before coming
to J. N. H. S. However this did not prevent the team from making a very
good record.
To Coach Samuels we give much of the honor and credit for the
victories and splendid spirit that was manifested by the whole team of
1926.
The first game of the season was with O'Hatchie and resulted in
victory for the Normal Hi. The game brought forth enthusiasm and pep
among the players and the student body which lasted throughout the
season. Our other games were with the neighboring teams and resulted In
victories for the local squad, with the exception of one defeat and one tie.
The strong team of Cherokee County High School at Center defeated us by
the close score of 6-0. The game with Ashland was a hard fought game but
ended with neither side having scored.
SCHEDUL
J. N. H. S. 20
J. N. H. S. 6
J. N. H. S. 20
J. N. H. S. 25
J. N. H. S. 0
J. N. H. S. 20
J. N. H. S. 0
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Ohatchie 0
A. M. I. 0
Alexandria 6
Talladega 6
Center 6
Arab 6
Ashland 0

Oscar Laminack

(Captain) Fullback

Captain Laminack hits the line
and the opposing team thinks a
comet has struck them. He is an
all around foot ball player and his
like is hard to find.

Rankin Daugette

Quarterback

He has both brains and brawn and
never plays the slacker. He was a
consistent gainer throughout the
season.

E. V. Vandiver __

Guard

What he lacks in weight he makes
up for in determination and fight.

Leman Brown

Center

A gain over Brown's territory was
a gain over a real man which isn't
a frequent occurence. With his
sure fingers and cool head the ball
always went to the right man.
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Hudson Thompson

Left End

No gain was ever made around his
end of the line. The bigger they
are the harder they fall is his idea.

Jack Sewell

Halfback

Jack is small but when it comes to
interference he can lay low the best
of them.

Winston Griffith

Right End
"Fat" is always in the game with
his old pep, ready to fight for
victory. Few gains were made
around his end.

Halfback
Clyde Lusk
Clyde is small of stature but when
it comes to running he can certainly cover the ground. The number
of men that have scraped the
around from his side stepping is
not many.
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Eddie Waters

Guard

"Ed" another stone block in the
line. The team could depend on his
making a safe opening.

Ernest Stewart

Left Tackle

Stewart was a tower of strength in
the line. His weight and strength
combined enabled him to hold his
own.

Edwin Morgan

Right Tackle

Whether It is over, under, or
around "Preacher" never failed to
get through. This was his first
year of foot ball and a very successful one.

Girls'BaketbTm
Out

noiefgamtsphlydbironthewls.M
of our players were new at the game as this was our first year for an
organized team. Despite this handicap they made an excellent record.
Miss Miller who coached the team did everything within her power to make
the team a dandy one and with her untiring efforts and the co-operation of
each member of the team the Normal Hi team was outstanding.

Boys' Basketball Team
The boy's basket ball team of 1925-26 has made a splendid record.
This is the first year for an organized team, and in spite of the many
drawbacks the team as well as the entire student body is proud of this
year's results. Out of the fifteen games played only five were lost. The
losing games were counter-balanced by winning games. Coach Samuels
has worked most faithfully to develop and to present a strong team, to him
and to the boys are due much honor and praise.

Frank L Stanton Literary Society
The Frank L. Stanton Literary Society came into being just before
the Christmas holidays. This society is named for one of our modern
Southern poets of Georgia. Miss Sue M. Sprott is sponsor for this society,
also dramatic leader. Miss Isabel Miller is director of the orchestra. The
programs which are given weekly by this society are very entertaining and
instructive. We expect to give some very good plays.
The annual debate will be held in the spring.
Howell, Young
Nunnally. Al ters
Avans, Audrey
Porter, Taft
Jennings, Clinton
Bailey, Clura
Jennings, Nell
Sewell, Paul
Bailey, James
Kirtland, Dorsia
Stansell, Sybil
Blackwell, Cordie
Wiilbanks, Jessie Mai
Laminack, Chester
Brittian, Clyde
West, Ruby
Laminack, Oscar
Burnham, Ruth
Wharton, Irma
Lusk, Lillian
Carpenter, Willie
McDearman, Mary
Wright, Eunice
Dickerson, Aldie
Lester, Hubert
McGraw, Sara Alice
Dinger, Merrill
Tolbert, Clara
Morgan, Pauline
Ellis, J. E.
Rogers, Otilla
Morrison, Inez
Herring, Ewell
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Robert E. Lee Literary Society
The Robert E. Lee Literary Society was organized in December 1925.
This society has as its sponsor Miss Isabel Miller. Committees were
chosen to select a motto, draw up a constitution and arrange for the programs. The society holds weekly meetings and very interesting and
instructive programs are given. We plan to give several dramatic plays
with Miss Sprott as director.
The debate between the two societies will be held in the spring.
Griffith, Winston
Ashmore, Opie
Mullino, Roy
Brittian, Sue Harlin, Tula
Owen, Nellie
Brittian, Juanita Heathcock, Fannie
Owen, Nettie
Heathcock, Lois
Perry, Nellie Joe
Brown, Leman
Hollingsworth, Eddie Propes, Monroe
Burgess, Floriene
Carr, Mamie Lois
Hollingsworth. Vara
Pridgen, Gertie
Howell, Georgia Lee
Rogers, Magnease
Carr, Willie
Irby, Francis
Stephens, Lonette
Cox. Annie Lou
Daugette, Rankin Livingston., Ruth
Turner, Hettie Mai
Deason, Ozella
McDonald, Homer
Waters, Ed.
Edwards, T. C.
Waters,Dick
Onehudrlv

High School Orchestra
The High School Orchestra is making splendid progress while in its
infancy. We believe this progress is largely due to its able director, Miss
Ada Curtis. This orchestra has manifested its ability on many special
occasions as, flag raising exercises, ball games and the different society
programs. With such a start no doubt it will make itself widely known in
the future.

High School Band

Onehudrti

Hallowe'en Party
One of the most interesting events of the year was the Hallowe'en
Party given by the High School at the Masonic Hall of Jacksonville. Plans
for the party were made by committee chosen from the different classes.
The large crowd which attended was entertained by thrilling games and
the usual stunts appropriate for the occasion; bobbing for apples, candy
on strings, fortune telling. The refreshments consisted of hot chocolate
sandwiches, and cakes., The latter part of the evening was devoted to the
tasifnldegprwvmhoc.

Chimney Peak Hike
After many days of planning a crowd including Miss
Sthceipmnraolbsu'dgftyernoa
one o'clock to hike to Chimney Peak. Each member of the crowd picked up
one of the many things to be taken and set out on his way. After about
two hours of walking we reached Chimney Peak. On reaching the top we
viewed the valley wherein lay Jacksonville. After resting a few minutes
the "'John Smith Order" was given and we all busied ourselves preparing
our supper. Some went in search of water, others built the fire, others
prepared the food. In a short while a delightful meal was before us. After
tdehaisncvmwoJgukilet
witnesh
games
of basket ball in which both our boys and girls participated and were the victors.
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Our Advertisers
Acme Stores Co.

Lloyd's Bakery.

Anniston Hdw. Co.
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Globe Clothing Co.
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Johnson Furniture Co.
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J. J. Worsham.

Klepsig Plumbing Co.
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RAMONA WOOD LIBRARY
JACKSONVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY

On the following pages you will find the ads of those men and companies who have thought enough of us to take space in this book. These
men are the representative business men of their town, and we trust that
the readers of this volume will cooperate with us and these men by showing
them the same kind of spirit that they have shown us.
In this section you will also find our collection of jokes. These were
collected by the students of our institution, and they are not all original
wna.Woltehdfmpkrig,sowed
give due credit to the authors, because we do not know.
—Editor.
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PLUMBING AND HEATING

KLEPSIG
Office Phones: 331 and 327

Residence Phone: 631-J

Where
EXPERIENCE AND WORKMANSHIP COUNTS

27 East 11th Street

.

It has been our privilege to serve the student body together
with the faculty at the S. N. S. since 1909. We beg to announce
that we st ill welcome lhat privilege with a complete line, together with our courteous treatment.

Kitchens Drug Company
Phone 50

Phone 50
THE REXALL STORE

Ben Dunlap
JEWELER
Anniston, Alabama
Gifts suitable for all occasions
Class Rings, Foot and Basketballs
Phone 587

Teacher: "Ikey, explain the meaning of the words derail and detract,"
Ikey: "De rail is da ring dat, when there is two of them, makes detract."

"Johnny has just eaten eleven plums."
"God Lord! Call the plumber."

She: "I'd hate to be walking a night like this."
He: "That's what I thought"

He: "Can I kiss you ?"
She: "I don't know. Most of them have been able to."

The "Penn. Punch Bowl" says that their idea of a dumbell is a sap who
tried to start the cuckoo by putting in bird seed.

The cross word puzzle fad seems to have departed. We guess it is
because they couldn't make them hard enough to be interesting to our
graduates. (No We are not proud of ourselves. Really!)

Rat Durret (Seeing her kiss her dog) : "May I have a kiss too?"
We wonder who: "I never kissed my dog when he was a puppy."

We: "Peanut, don't you think you are the best looking man on the

campus?'
Peanut: "No. But what is my opinion as compared to what all the

girls think."

"What could be worse than kissing a man you didn't know ""
"Knowing a man you didn't kiss."

C. A. Stephens

HARDWARE

BUILDING MATERIALS

AUTO ACCESSORIES

Calhoun Grocery Company
WHOLESALE GROCERIES
Distributors of
HUNT'S CANNED FRUITS
STOKLEY'S CANNED VEGETABLES

Anniston. Alabama

If every Co-eds face were her fortune, some would be arrested for
counterfeiting.

Rutledge: "My brain is, my fortune."
Mary F.: "Well, poverty is no disgrace."
J

Mother (on hearing sounds of scuffling issuing from parlor nearby)
"Daughter, are you in hysterics?"
Daughter: "Hardly, in his arms."

Leon Hinds was in a city for his first time and going up to the station
telephone deposited a nickel.
Operator: "Number please?"
Leon: "Number. Hell. You had better give me my chewing gum."

Mr. Pannell: "Run up the shade, Tex."
Tex Sherer: "What do you think I am—a squirrel ?"

John Harris, who has made a study of women, says that a wild woman
is one who hasn't anywhere to go.
3
The dumbest dora we know of is a girl the doctors won't give ether to
because they are afraid they won't know when she is unconscious.

Our idea of the true Christmas spirit is when a college man its down
to write his country cousin and thank him for those "beautiful lavendar
gartes."
J

Peanut says he never gambles.
his own dice occasionally.

He says however that he shoots craps
with

Alabama Hardware Co.
10th and Noble Anniston

Headquarters:
GOLDSMITH SPORTING

GOODS

Compliments of

Saks Clothing Company
Anniston, Alabama

E. H. West
SALES AND SERVICE
Phone 26

BASHFUL ROMANCE
When first he went to see her
And they were strangers yet;
They timidly looked at each other.
And this far a-p-a-r-t d-i-d s-e-t.
But as their friendship grew,
And he began to love her;
They knocked out all the spaces,
And satthisclosetogether.

Peanut J: "Are you afraid of bugs?"
A certain party: "No, I feel perfectly safe with you."

WE WANT TO KNOW
If Bo should challenge her would Blanche Box?
If Annie Jo faints will Charlie Holder?
If Mattie Pearl's wave comes out will Tex Sherer?
If Thomas wins the debate will Clyde Hurt?
If it turns cold will Juliette Freeze?
If we have a barbecue will Fred Burn-ham?
If the sun shines will Minnie Brown?
If Lyle should ask her to marry him would Kyle Ponder?
If Sarah Alice leaves will Young Howell?
If she were up in the air would Esther Meade Coupe-land?
If you want to ride get Maude's Wagon-er Willard's Ford.

She: "And did the naughty girl scratch you?"
He: "Naw, she wasn't naughty, that's the trouble."

A city and a chorus girl.
Are much alike, "tis true.
A city is built with outskirts
and a chorus girl is too.

Tennent: "Howard's girl has one of those Doodle Doo Doo dresses on."
Rutledge: "Whadyamean?"
Tennent: "There's nothing much to it."

Anniston

1013 Noble Street

DISTINCTIVE CLOTHES FOR Miss, Mother and
MATRON
Al Payable Prices
HATS, COATS AND DRESSES
MRS. M. T. SMITH. Prop.

Ogletree Builders Supply Co.
L. E. OGLETREE. Prop.
BUILDING MATERIAL AND SUPPLIES

Office and Warehouse: 26 W. Tenth St.
Anniston, Alabama

GREATEST VALUES
—inDODGE BROTHERS HISTORY

Anniston Auto Company
Anniston. Alabama

Service Barber Shop
White Barbers
LADIES' and CHILDREN'S WORK A SPECIALTY

On South Side of Square

He had his arms around her;
Their eyes met in one long look.
She slipped her hand behind him
And stole his pocketbook.
When later he found what had happened,
He didn't regret it, not he;
He recalled a consoling thought
From an old philosophy.
He said: "I'm willing to pay the price,
The loot she got was small:
'Tis better to have loved and lost
Than never to have loved at all."

She: "And did you let him kiss you?"
Ditto: "Let him! Great heavens! I had to help him."

English Prof: "Someone give me a sentence using the word diadem."
Unusually Bright One: "People who drink Calhoun County 'Corn'
diadem sight quicker than those who don't."

J
"Madam, there are fleas in my room."
"I haven't a single flea in my house."
"That's right, they are all married and have large families."

Mrs. Pitts (very angry) : "I'll teach you to kiss my girls when the
lights wink !"
Chas. H.: "You're too late, I've just learned."

Mr. Hendrix: "What is an idiom?"
"Rat" Durret: "An idiom is a woman idiot."

His: "What would you do if I were to kiss you on the forehead!"
Her: "I'd call you down."

Welcome to

West Side Drug Company
"Service With n Smile"
Headquarters for all Students

"Buck" Maxwell
COAL and ICE
PUBLIC SERVICE DRAY
TRUNK, EXPRESS AND FREIGHT
Phone 99

Denman Bros. Music Company
PIANOS, VICTROLAS, RADIOS. SMALL GOODS.
—and—
EVERYTHING MUSICAL
Anniston, Alabama

J.M. Wood
STAPLE and FANCY GROCERIES
FRESH and CURED MEATS

CAKES and CANDIES

FLOUR and FEED STUFFS
Phone 18

Jacksonville, Ala.

Theysatforalongtimeinde pthought,handinhand.Sherested
her head softly on his shoulder, so happy to think that they were at last to
be married in the spring. Suddenly his grip tightened: she felt tragedy in
the air. Oh! what could come to spoil this wonderful evening? At last
he held her face in his tender but strong hands.
"Darling," he said. "I have learned something terrible."
"Sweetheart," she raid, "I too have learned something," and her voice
sank into agonized whisper. —"There is no Santa Claus."
"No and—darling—bunnies don't lay easter eggs."

"Pardon me, may I have this dance?"
No I'm too danced out,"
"You're not too d—d stout, you're just pleasingly plump."
El
Tex Sherer (to girl on the phone): "Now, you get another girl and
I'll get another good looking fellow."

A Freshman on a cannibal isle
Had fears he would be meat.
But be thought his hide was safe enough ;
He was too green to eat.
—Exchange.

"You look like Hel-en Brown."
"Thank you! I look even worse in white."

She (on a beautiful moonlight night) "Aren't the stars numerous
tonight ?"
Peavines: "Yes and there are a lot of them too."

So they rode away in the Sunset watching the dawn of another day.

Palace Theatre
IN BUSINESS FOR YOUR PLEASURE
WE SHOW THE BEST

Acme Stores Company
GROCERIES AND FEEDS
Our Quality and Prices Mean Your Saving
Phone 88

Johnson Furniture Co.
FURNITURE and UNDERTAKING
TRUNKS and BAGS A SPECIALTY
Phone 4 Jacksonville, Ala.

City Pressing Shop
Our Business:
To Make You Neat and Attractive In Appearance
Our Motto:
To Give Prompt and Satisfactory Service

Lucy: "Can you tell me if Helen is in her room?"
Sarah Alice: "Sorry but there's no one home on second floor."
Lucy: "Oh, excuse me, I'll ask someone else."

FATE
Always she had been his. He worshipped her. She was a blond—
that kind of golden hair that everybody fell in love with. Every since the
first time he had seen her he had loved her. Maybe It had just been Intended that he love her, no one knows. She was a senior in high school, and was
the life of all the dances. Just that kind of a girl that everybody loves.
He could not stand to see her go away—away to college. Maybe he
was jealous—All he could do was to wait for her return.
The years had passed. They had been long to him. but now she had
finished college and was home once more. It was a wonderful night. The
moon streamed through the trees and was the only thing that they noticed
as they strolled along. Ah, how glorious was her hair in the moonlight.
He was intoxicated with the beauty of it all. They stopped and she sat on
a bench where the moon beams softly tripped through the vines overhead
as if they were playing tag with each other. He sat on the luxuriant grass
at her feet, and it seemed as If he were unable to speak. Their eyes met—
She softly caressed the hair on his well shaped head. He looked at her
and wanted her—but this could never be, for he was only her dog.

Visiting Ball Player: "Where are the shower baths?"
Unohoo: "I don't know, I've only been here a month."

"What is it that monkeys have that no other animals have ?"
"Little monkeys."

Love makes the heart light, but the parlor dark. (Not the Dom. parlor
tho').

A lot of our jokes are quite old;
They are of every kind and class.
Some are hot, but most of them cold,
That's the reason they were saved for last.

This page is cheerfully paid for by

The Russel Bros. Studio & Gift Shop

Anniston, Alabama

Who duly appreciate the value of the S. N. S.
to the State of Alabama
This Firm specializes in High Grade Photography
Kodak Finishing. Gift Goods and Picture Framing

Never forget. please, the bow-legged floor walker who said, "Walk this
way, madam."

"What's Alice sore about ?"
"Her riding lesson."

He: "What wood you say if I kissed you?"
She: "Well, I wouldn't be in a position to speak."

Salesman: "What time does the next train leave?"
Seaboard Porter: "Mister U don't need a watch, U need a kalandar."

Tex: "Let's go huntin' rabbits."
Rat: "I ain't lost no rabbits."

"I sure had a hot time last night."
"Yeah?"
"Stuck the lighted end of a cigarette in my mouth."

Ma: "Did you dream that you were out riding with Bill last night?"
Sis: "Yes. How did you guess it?"
Ma: "I saw you walking in your sleep."

Holder: "How are you Ben?"
Cannon: "Oh, I'm about even with the world."
Holder: "How's that?"
Cannon: "I figure that I owe about as many people as I don't owe."

Found: One ladies white gold watch. If you have lost one go to
Hel-en Hunt for it. (She found it.)

Compliments of

Bell-Rogers & Zemurry Bros. Co.
WHOLESALE FRUITS and PRODUCE

I
I

I
Anniston, Alabama

J. F. Crow
Dealer In
GROCERIES and NOTIONS
LADIES' SILK HOSE A SPECIALTY
Anything in the Notion Line
Groceries for all Light House-keepers In school
Come to See Us
Will Try to Please You
Phone 47

W. B. Scarbrough
DRY GOODS, NOTIONS, SHOES
And Ready-to-Wear

Dairyman's Milk Products Company
ALL KINDS OF DAIRY PRODUCTS
Best prices for Sweet Milk and Sour Cream
Phone 567 and 568

Anniston, Alabama

C. E. Bondurant
STAPLE and FANCY GROCERIES
FRUITS and CONFECTIONS
Jacksonville, Alabama

ANNISTON CORNICE and ROOFING CO.
ROOFING and SHEET METAL WORK

Anniston, Alabama

DRESS UP FOR SPRING
Clothing, Shoes, Hats and Furnishings
For Men, Young Men and Boys

Globe Clothing Company
C. B. Freel, Prop.
Corner 10th Noble Street.

Anniston, Ala.

Alabama Trust and Savings Bank
Capital Stock

$25,000.00

Surplus Stock

$4,000.00

Officers:
Cheater A. Whitemore—President
Dr. A. Sargent, Vice-President
R. L. Hefington, Cashier
ACCOUNTS SOLICITED
Efficient Service and Every Courtesy

Consistent with Sound Banking
4%PaidonSvgs

It will pay you to get our estimates before you buy

Paint, Glass & Builders Supply Co.

Phones 797 and 798

904 and 906 Noble

"Where Service Counts"
Anniston, Alabama

CRYER CLOTHING COMPANY
"BETTER CLOTHES"
MUSICAL SUPPLIES

OUTFITTERS FOR MEN, WOMEN and CHILDREN
Your Patronage will be appreciated

Germans Department Store
Anniston, Alabama

ALL NORMAL STUDENTS
EAT

Lloyds Bread

Lime Cola Bottling Company
Manufacturers

LIME COLA, ORANGE SQUEEZE, GRAPE SQUEEZE
TRY ME
And a line of Quality Beverages
Anniston, Alabama

PIZITZ

ALWAYS SHOWING

Anniston, Alabama
SELLS FOR LESS

The Newest of Women's, Misses
and Children's Coats, Dresses,
Hats, Shoes and Furnishings. Also Yard Goods

Moore Printing Company
Not Just as Good—But Better

PRINTING
Phone 80

Thirteen East Tenth

Anniston, Ala.

Ordway Paper Company
Wholesale
PAPER PRODUCTS—SUNDRIES
Home of CAMP FIRE School Supplies
Anniston, Alabama

There is no Substitute for Safety

The First National Bank
Jacksonville, Ala.
Arthur Wellborn, President
C. W. Daugette, Vice-Pres.

J. B. Taylor, Cashier
Bernard Schmidt, Asst. Cashier

Board of Directors
Walter Dean
A. J. Kitchens

Arthur Welborn
C. W. Daugette

J. M. Wood
The officers and directors of this bank, extend you
a cordial invitation to do your banking with us.

Buchanan Seed and Feed Company
Wholesale and Retail
All Seed thoroughly tested
Exclusive Agents for Buckeye
Poultry Supplies Incubators and Brooders and
all Parts for Same
Poultry Remedies
Phone 1160
917 Noble
Crates
Anniston, Ala.
Yield Seed
Garden Seed
Insecticides

Incubators

Brooders
Sprayers
Disinfectants
Chickens
Feeds
Eggs

Ben. R. Sawyer Printing Company
COMMERCIAL AND JOB PRINTERS
See Us For Your
COMMENCEMENT ANNOUNCEMENTS
Anniston, Alabama

WEIR ELECTRIC COMPANY
FRIGIDAIRE
The Electric Refrigerator for Modern Homes
Agents: Freed-Eisemann Radio Sets
Electrical Supplies and Lighting Fixtures
Phone 761

Anniston

1212 Noble St.

J. J. WORSHAM & SON
Dealers in all kinds of building materials. Service and quality
our motto. We carry in stock dry lumber. We give you what
,you want and what you buy. All kinds of cedar shingles in
stock. Our stock is made up of South Carolina, South Alabama and Mississippi Long Leaf Heart Pine. Last three times
as long as short leaf sap, and looks three times as well. We
also carry edge grain rift flooring in stock. When we sell you
one order we want you pleased, so if you want lumber or anything in our line again you can just say "190" please send us
"so and so" and you get what you order.
No. 27 West 9th Street
Telephone 190

THE ANNISTON STAR
YOUR HOME PAPER
WISHES YOU GREAT SUCCESS

Kantor's Department Store
WHERE STATE NORMAL TRADES
Newest and Latest in Men's and Ladles' Wear
Quality Merchandise at Reasonable Prices

Kantor's

The State Normal School
Jacksonville, Alabama
1883 forty-third year 1926

Faculty: 20 teachers, all experts in their lines.

Property: Value
dollars.
of property more than a quarter million

Work: Trains for teaching in primary, intermediate and junior high school grades.

Products: Graduates successful teachers in all departments
of school work.

Special: Band, orchestra, literary societies and athletics for
men and women.

C. W. DAUGETTE, M.Sc., LL. D.,
President

If

its originality of design;

highest quality merchandise;

and the most courteous

service you seek in the purchase

of your Class Jewelry

FOLLOW THE CLASS OF '26

and buy of the

Star Engraving Co.
BILL BRADLEY
District Sales Manager

"Star Service Satisfies Southerners"

Compliments of

Compliments of

Dr. E. R. Currier Dr. F. M.

Lawrence

THE quality of "Paragon Built" Annuals is evidenced
by the numerous repeat orders we
receive, year after year from the leading High
Schools of Alabama. The friendly, helpful service
that make them successful, is recognized and appreciated by every live High School Annual Staff.

The Paragon Press
Printers - Publishers - Binders
Montgomery, Alabama

"Considering the value of services rendered by good glasses
their cost is trivial."

Insurance

Conveyancing

Chester A. Whitemore

Anniston Optical Co.
OPTOMETRISTS
and
Manufacturing Opticians
Anniston, Ala.

Presidnt
Alabama Trust & Savings Bank
Jacksonville, Gem of the Hills
Alabama
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